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In 1997 the AMOC/DHV Foundation launched the European Network Male Prostitution (ENMP), with partners from 19 different countries, financed by the European Commission and the Dutch Aids Fund. The ENMP started its second phase in November 2000. The network now consists of eighteen different agencies, engaged in the fields of HIV and STI prevention with male sex workers.

OUR BACKGROUND
- In the majority of countries, male sex work is a non-issue, ignored by policy makers, funders and service providers. Influencing factors such as migration (especially from Eastern Europe) and mobility make it increasingly necessary to exchange information across the borders and to develop specific strategies and services which target the specific needs of male sex workers.
- Male sex workers are confronted with specific problems and various forms of discrimination. The taboo on homosexuality and prostitution leads to further marginalisation.
- Experience shows that specific service provision for male sex workers is the exception rather than the rule. Many services have contact with male sex workers, but do not recognise their specific needs or even acknowledge their identity as sex workers. The perceived small number of boys and young men selling sex to men, and the taboos on male sex work, combined with the difficulties of receiving funding, discourage agencies from developing specific services in this field. Therefore agencies need to be informed in order to become more aware of the needs of male sex workers, who might use their services as well.
- Each country and region has specific issues and problems unique to its location. Prostitution itself, as well as service provision, is influenced by the socio-economic context of each country. This makes it necessary to develop specific methods, focusing on the national and local needs.
- Networking needs to be developed at national and regional levels in order to stimulate mutual support and improve service provision for male sex workers.
- Male sex workers are a heterogeneous group with different needs. Agencies need to develop different services in order to reach different groups. Cooperation at local and national levels is required and other services should be involved and informed as well (e.g. gay organisations, services for people living with HIV and AIDS, services for young people, drug users, homeless people, etc.).

OUR AIMS
- Further development of the National, Regional and European Network within the field of male sex work
- Development of a European platform of knowledge and expertise within the field of male sex work
- Development of specific HIV and STI prevention strategies and models of good practice, conforming to the needs and lifestyle of the target group
- Sensitising service providers, policy makers and funders concerning male sex work (on National, Regional and European level)
- Development and support of better access to medical and social services for male sex workers
- Development of specific activities at a National, Regional and European level
- Development of political statements for service providers and National and European governments
- Development and implementation of ‘model’ projects and activities, benchmarking good

HOW IS THE NETWORK ORGANISED?
The division into Regional groups is one of the most important changes within the Network. By changing the structure of the Network, we hope to increase the involvement and the commitment of each individual partner. The similarities between the countries will create intensive and effective ways of cooperation and mutual support within the regions. Each group will develop specific working plans, based on the specific needs within their region:

Southern Europe:
Regional coordination: Panagiotis Damaskos (Greece)
Participants: Spain, Portugal, France, Italy

Central and Eastern Europe:
Regional co-ordination: Rene Akeret (Switzerland)
Participants: Austria, Germany, Belgium, The Netherlands, Romania and Poland

Northern Europe:
Regional coordination: Justin Gaffney (United Kingdom)
Participants: Ireland, Denmark, Norway, Finland and Sweden

ACTIVITIES
The network carried out different activities in the past two years:

1) Parts of the activities are described in this Manual
Conference Sex Work and Health in a Changing Europe
Organised by the European Network for HIV/STD Prevention in Prostitution (EUROPAP) together with the European Network Male Prostitution (ENMP) and held in Milton Keynes, UK, from 18 – 20 January 2002.

One hundred and seventy three people attended from 39 different countries and with many different backgrounds including sex work, health care, social work, research and activism. We were delighted that so many people were able to attend from outside the European Union, including 15 from Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, sponsored by the International Harm Reduction Development Programme, and a further eight from outside Europe sponsored by the British Academy, UNAIDS and MamaCash.

The result was a lively and interesting meeting, which we hope will have stimulated ongoing debate and discussions. Some of the presentations were based on chapters from a book that EUROPAP hopes to publish at the end of this year. We plan to include links to abstracts and papers on the EUROPAP website to ensure even more people have access to the work that was presented.

Internet Survey
Different organisations offering services to male sex workers have noticed an increasing number of young men selling sex to men through the Internet. Service providers have no experience with this new phenomenon and do not know how to approach this group of male sex workers. This issue has been discussed several times within the European Network Male Prostitution (ENMP). For this reason the Central and Eastern European group of the ENMP agreed to carry out a survey to gain an insight into this new development. A detailed description of the survey can be found in this Manual.²

Needs assessment
Specific services for male sex workers are the exception rather than the rule, especially in Southern Europe. France has developed several services, focusing on sex workers in general and one project in Asturias (Spain) is targeting male sex workers. Greece, Portugal and Italy do not have any experience in working with this group.

The Southern European Region focused on the development of activities in the field of male sex work. The following issues were discussed:
- Ways of funding
- Development of campaigns, to inform policy makers, funders, media and the general public
- Informing other agencies, to become aware of the needs of male sex workers
- Development of a national network of services, dealing with male sex workers
- Needs assessment
- Methodologies
- Evaluation
- Mutual support within the region

A questionnaire for service providers was drawn up and sent to the different agencies. Furthermore a situation analysis was compiled by each National coordinator. A detailed description of the needs assessment can be found in this Manual.²

Training
The European Network Male Prostitution (ENMP) identified the needs of male sex workers and service providers in the different countries and regions. A lack of experience and specific service provision has been observed in southern Europe, where only a small number of organisations offer services to male sex workers.

Training for service providers was organised in order to support projects in their (future) work in the field of male sex work. The training was organised and carried out by the Southern European region of the ENMP. A detailed description of the training can be found in this Manual.³

Pilot Survey
The initial European Network Male Prostitution (ENMP 1997 - 1999) identified migration as a little understood and under-researched phenomenon amongst young men selling sex across Europe. The Network suggested three strands of migrant male sex workers:
- Men who migrate from one European country, and end up selling sex in another European country (e.g. East to West).
- Men who arrive from outside the EC (extra continental) and find themselves involved in selling sex within the Europe.
- Men originating within Europe, and migrating within the continent in order to find or vary their sex work or working environment.

It was felt that a strategic approach was required to learn more about each of these groups of sex workers, ‘chart’ their progression and try to establish factors and co-factors contributing to this phenomenon. Greater understanding would facilitate services to work with the specific problems and potential cultural challenges of these young men. This need was highlighted as an outcome of the original Network. During the first general meeting of the ENMP 2000 (Feb 2001) the concept of a survey approach was agreed and partners discussed the

³ Internet survey in Central and Eastern Europe, ENMP, Pije Vriens & Bart Vandenbroucke, 2002
³ Needs assessment in Southern Europe, ENMP, Panagiotis Damaskos, 2002
³ Skills building for health workers in the field of male prostitution – Lessons learned from some European training workshops, ENMP, Georg Bröring, 2002
types of information and data which needed to be collected, and the methodology to be used to acquire this data. It was agreed that a survey style questionnaire would be developed.

The questionnaire has since been developed and discussed within the regional working groups, and the Regional Coordinators have agreed that it would be of academic value to involve a research institute at this early stage, to validate the questionnaire as a survey tool, advise on the process of data collection and analysis, and assist with its administration. City University in London has been approached, and Dr Anthony Pryce, Reader in the Sociology of Sexual Health, has agreed to act as independent academic and research adviser to the Network.

Based within the Department of Applied Behavioural & Biological Sciences at City University (one of the UK's oldest and most respected academic institutions), Dr Pryce has already advised the Network that the questionnaire should initially be piloted on a smaller scale trial, using 3 countries within each region (Germany, France and UK). The results will be analysed and evaluated within a new project phase, by employing a part time researcher, so the survey might be conducted across the whole Network.5

5) Pilot survey, ENMP, 2002 – for more information: Justin Gaffney, Regional coordinator Northern Europe, UK
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Introduction

The ENMP consists of partners in 19 different countries, all of them with some degree of experience in the field of male sex work. In the past 5 years we managed to gather information and knowledge, based on the practical work and experience in each country. On the other hand, colleagues often contact us with a request for advice and support. We therefore planned to summarise some of our experience and make it usable for others who might be interested in implementing similar strategies.

This Manual is compiled by different members of the ENMP or colleagues of other organisations and networks. The different articles should be seen as models of good practice, which worked well in the country/city/organisation in question. We do not claim that the methods/models described are the only ones, which work. On the contrary, we need to be aware of the specific situation in each country/city/organisation. The social, cultural and political infrastructure of each country will strongly influence what does and does not succeed. However, we hope that the different contributions will be seen as an inspiration and will stimulate the implementation of new ideas and methods.

We do not cover all the different aspects of the work, but we have tried to gather different key issues, such as:

- Starting activities in the field of male sex work: needs assessment, guidelines
- Methods and services (Medical services, Migrant male sex workers, drop-in, outreach, new methods: Internet)
- Training
- Networking
- Data collection

The Manual is aimed at all those who are considering, planning or implementing services for male sex workers. This means that we focus on experienced and less-experienced colleagues in the field. Some of the information is quite detailed and specific, while other articles describe general guidelines for carrying out a method.

The manual does not claim to be complete. We hope to receive many reactions and remarks, to allow us to continue our work and to fill in the gaps with experience from other countries or projects which are willing to share it with a broad network within Europe.
I. General Guidelines

Guidelines for Development Outreach Work with Men who Sell Sex

JUSTIN GAFFNEY • WORKING MEN’S PROJECT (LONDON)

The phenomena of young men selling sex is increasing, both on the street scene (O’Connor, 1997) and off-street (Hickson et al, 1994), yet in many countries across Europe, specific services or targeted work with male sex workers is the exception, not the norm. While many services may have contact with male sex workers, this is often unknown, not recognized or not acknowledged (Schiffer, 2001).

However, through the involvement of service providers with the European Network Male Prostitution (ENMP), the specific issues of this group of young men is now beginning to be addressed on a practical level. A number of partner’s within the Network are motivating and companioning the development of specific services to meet the needs of the group, or through awareness raising, challenging existing service providers to acknowledge that within their range of usual service users, there may be young men selling sex, who have different needs, which contextually may only be met through acknowledgement of their involvement in prostitution.

It is also a reality for many of the partners within the Network that many of the young men involved in selling sex within their country may be migrant, with a noticeable and significant movement especially with men from Eastern European countries, of the former Soviet Union, towards Central and Western European destinations.

The reality is that while young men involved in prostitution are often not recognized, so their specific needs for information on Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs), including HIV, remain largely unmet in many EC member states, and access to social and welfare care/support may be reduced because of the addition stigma’s of homosexuality and migrant status.

In order to reduce this marginalisation, and either develop specific services for male sex workers, or sensitise existing services to better meet the needs of this population, these guidelines have been produced to assist with the initial contact, and development of continued engagement with male sex workers, through the process of outreach.

Definitions of outreach can vary. It may mean the taking of information and services from a project base ‘out’ to a target audience (in this case male sex workers), with an attempt to encourage contacts to access or utilise the services of the project base.

However, it may be that the significant part of the health promotion aspects of the work occur while ‘reaching out’ and that you may not have a project base which is offered any relevant services to refer back to. Either definition is valid within the context of these guidelines.

The guidelines have been adapted from the UK’s former Health Education Authority’s ‘MESMAC Guide’ (Adams et al, 1994), a UK based guide for community based service providers undertaking HIV prevention with gay and bisexual men, and other men who have sex with men. In order to avoid being accused of plagiarism, where text has been taken directly from the MESMAC guidelines, it will be represented in italic text. Whilst, it is acknowledged that the MESMAC guide is somewhat dated now, the principles contained within its guidelines still hold true even within the present day. Some of the guidelines are may also be seen to very anglo-specific, but again efforts have been made in their adaptation to make them relevant on a pan European scale, although local sensitivity and adaptation will be necessary to ensure their full transferability.

PHILOSOPHY

Men who have Sex with Men – Action in the Community (MESMAC) represent an attempt to reconcile health education theory with practice. Based upon French and Adams (1986)” “triphasic map” which highlights behavioural change, self-empowerment and collective action as the three models of health education, it takes community development as the starting point for activity. MESMAC therefore takes a collective action approach to health education/promotion.

Community development has its heart a belief that it is important to start from where people are, and from a basis of expressed needs.

6) O’Connor AM (1997). The MP Project – Men in Prostitution. A study carried out by the Gay Men’s Health Project (EHB), Dublin, (ireland)
8) Schiffer K (2001). European Network Male Prostitution – Interim Report: December 2001; Amsterdam, the Netherlands
MESMAC acknowledges personal experience as a form of expertise and seeks to facilitate group development. From the outset, MESMAC has acknowledge the profoundly homophobic context in which many of the migrant sex workers. Many of these factors relate to the employment or migration status of the majority of these initiatives were undertaken by voluntary organizations, often staffed by gay men, with limited financial and technical resources. These early initiatives tended to focus almost exclusively upon those men who identified as gay.

The reality is that most men across Europe, who sell sex, are selling sex to other men.11. The MESMAC principles focus on the nature of sex and sexual acts, not sexuality, therefore the health promotion theory which underpins the principles is applicable to male sex workers, even if they do not identify as gay or even bisexual (which many of them are not, especially many of the migrant sex workers).

The patriarchal judicial and legal systems, which regulate or govern prostitution and the right to freedom of movement across borders within the European community, also create additional taboos, relating to the employment or migration status of many of these young men. Many of these factors contribute to the ‘hidden’ nature of male sex industry workers, and increase isolation from health promotion activities.12

As a result, the methods often adapted for use to work with and engage these young men are inconsistent with the apparent aims of projects. For example, many initiatives are concerned, understandably, with changing people’s sexual behaviour; however, the methodologies were drawn from a self-empowerment model of education, and as such are incompatible with this aim. This does not mean that these initiatives are unsuccessful, but simply that there success would not be most accurately measured in terms of behaviour change.

THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF MESMAC AND THEIR LINKAGE TO THOSE OF THE ENMP

The aim and objective of the MESMAC project are reproduced below. It was essential to choose objectives that were specific, measurable and achievable within the short time span allotted to the project (initially this UK based initiative was founded for two years subsequently extended to three). External evaluation by external researchers was integral to the life of the project.

In 1997 the Foundation AMOC/DHV launched the European Network Male Prostitution (ENMP), with partners from 18 different countries. During these first two years, the project focused on first an inventory and assessment regarding male sex work issues within the different countries, identifying problems and needs. The European Commission and the Dutch AIDS Foundation approved a renewed request (for a further two years), so the ENMP started its second phase in November 2002. During this phase, the Network has divided into three Regional groups (Northern, Southern and Central & Eastern Europe). Each country and Region has specific issues and problems unique to its location. Prostitution itself, as well as service provision is influenced by the socio-economic context of each country, which makes it necessary to develop specific methods, focusing on the national and local needs. However, these methods can be underpinned and informed by an agreed and shared set of objectives, and these guidelines also act as a tool to help develop ‘best practice’ in a consistent and uniform way.

MESMAC AIMS

- To establish local community initiatives with men who have sex with men, which will explore felt needs in relation to safer sex, and work towards meeting these needs.
- To produce a training package to equip a core team of facilitators to develop this work as a general resource for safer sex work with men who have sex with men in various localities in England.

ENMP AIMS

The ENMP offers support, advice and assistance to policy makers, funders and service providers. Networking has been developed to on a local, Regional and Network wide basis in order to stimulate mutual support and improve service provision for male sex workers.

MESMAC OBJECTIVES

- To recruit and train a group in the facilitation skills necessary for HIV-related safer sex education.

To set up support for the facilitators in each of the local sites in order to achieve the above.

The ENMP focuses on HIV and STI prevention in partner countries where contact with male sex workers has been established. Different approaches and methods have been developed and implemented, and these experiences are shared within the Network, and are used to inform emerging work in countries where partners are beginning to develop services.

To use community development methods in order to:
- Assess the needs of the local gay community.
- Work with individuals and group.
- Enable choice and action on safer sex.
- Put groups in touch with one another to develop models of good practice.

Information exchange is an important part of the ENMP network activities. Information to support community development methods is distributed in different ways:
- Information folder
- Newsletter
- Website
- Electronic mailing list
- Presentations via (inter) national conferences and symposia

Assist in the development of individual and group action plans.

An essential part of the work of the Network involves support on a practical level. Bilateral visits strengthen the co-operation between different member countries and are used to allow experienced partners to support the development of services for other partners, through sensitising or training of staff and other services.

To evaluate the various methods used within the project, and the project as a whole.

To provide information about HIV prevention, local and national referral points, and other services.

This manual aims to highlight and share models and examples of good practice from within the Network. By sharing of good practice it is hope that other services are able to implement them as well. Outcome evaluation is used to measure activities within the Network, report through and series of interim reports, and the final report, but also through on-going process evaluation with the development of the newsletters, website and this manual.

To enable men who have sex with men to bring their needs to the attention of the appropriate organization.

The Network is focusing more on the political issues regarding male sex work. Political statements regarding the fundamental human rights of sex workers is to be development, but also the ENMP is seeking support the involvement of male sex workers in service development and implementation.

WORKERS AND ROLES

Whilst it is important to recognise that there is a wide diversity amongst young men that sell sex, so it should also be recognised that there is a wide diversity amongst workers engaged in outreach work with these young men. The context of the worker will often be related and specific to the needs of the employing organisation, and workers may be drawn from a wide range of professional backgrounds or experiences, again depend on the context of their outreach role.

However, some simple guidelines pertaining to the appointment and day-to-day management of outreach workers can be considered from a wider perspective. Development of clear and specific job descriptions and person specifications will ensure that workers are clear of what is expected of them and the tasks in which they are to be involved. In developing such, managers should be mindful of the long term aims and potential develops of the project, there is a delicate balance to be struck between a job description so specific it stifles potential service development, as opposed to one that is so non-descript that workers are unclear of their role and functions.

Whether there is a need to employ only male staff, only gay male staff, and perhaps only former male sex workers is a contentious issue within this specialist field of work. The MESMAC philosophy states that it is essential to recruit from the communities with whom you intend to work. However, within this field of work, that may not also be possible, or even practicable or desired. Example, for a group of young heterosexually identifying sex workers, who, although they sell sex to men, often present with an overt homophobic attitude, a homosexual outreach worker might not be the most ideally suited worker for engagement with that group of sex workers.

The use of female workers may also be appropriate on occasion, especially where young gay men many be engaged, who may find it difficult to related to gay male outreach workers without such interactions being sexually charged and flirtatious. The young gay men’s involvement in sex work tarnishes their ability to relate to other men in non sexual ways, limiting meaningful outreach engagement with gay or all male teams, which female team members may be able to overcome.

Further, it may be desirable to recruit an outreach worker from a specific cultural or ethnic background, especially if trying to work with diverse populations of ethnic minority sex workers. For example, in Amsterdam, in recent years AMOC have seen an increase in young men arriving from Eastern Europe, in particular Poland and therefore recruited a Polish outreach worker, who specifically engages with these young men, because he is culturally sensitive to the needs of this group of men. However, within the UK, many West End based services working with male sex workers have found that they are accessed by young second or third generation UK Asian men, who mostly live and sell sex within their own community in the East End of London. These men are seeking engagement with services as far removed from their ethnic and cultural roots as possible, for fear of disclosure. Employing an outreach worker from a similar background could be fraught with problems, as their community is well networked and they may fear connectivity and potential exposure from should a worker.

Use of current or previously working male sex workers may also be problematic. The nature and social construct of the commercial male sex industry, especially that which is off-street is highly structured, complex and competitive. For these reasons, it may be difficult for a current or well-known former sex worker to be accepted by and trusted by other sex workers. Professional (non sex working) outreach workers are often afforded greater respect due to their ‘professional’ status, which facilitates a degree of distance and creates a professional boundary, which supports the development of trust. A former or current sex worker may be seen as too much of a peer, which can create a tension related to mistrust or competitiveness, which may inhibit meaningful engagement. On the other hand, an experienced and skilled current or former sex worker may be able through effective communication to reassure sex workers of their professionalism and their ‘shared’ experience can often be powerful and enabling for the sex workers with who they engage, especially with regard to health promotion related to the actual act of selling sex (safely).

It is essential that whatever workers are employed to meet the specific needs of the organisation, they should not work alone (any form of outreach work in what ever setting or venue is best undertaken in pairs – no worker should ever work in isolation). Where two workers or more are undertaking sessions together, differentiation between the workers in terms of seniority and level of responsibility on the one hand, and areas of work on the other, should be made. Where no such differentiation occurs and workers share a common role, the division of work should be discussed in full.

It is essential that workers’ roles be clarified in terms of the overall management structure of the project. In this way, concepts such as accountability and consultation can be fleshed out, and areas in which workers can expect to be consulted and involved in decision making (or not, as the case may be) can be delineated.

Decisions will need to be made regarding general skills possessed by all workers and specific skills relevant to particular areas of work. Decisions also need to be made about which skills would be expected of a worker on appointment, and which they can develop via in-service training. The ENMP has some experience of facilitating outreach training, and details of this can be found elsewhere within the manual and on the website.

The following checklist of skills and personal qualities offers a range of possibilities, by no means exhaustive. It should go without saying that no single person could possibly embody all of these skills and qualities: equally, the suggestions are subjective at times. Nevertheless, they may serve as a useful starting point for debate:

**SKILLS**
- Interpersonal communication
- Counselling
- Group work/facilitation
- Education/training experience
- Liaison and networking
- Time management
- Evaluation/record keeping/report writing
- Graphics and design
- A knowledge of community development techniques
- Experience of outreach or detached work
- Experience of working with sex workers/young people/people with disability/men from black communities or other potential target groups
- Strategic planning/knowledge of funding and policy issues
- An overview of health education strategies and structures
- A knowledge of the commercial gay scene, commercial male sex industry, HIV and gay issues
- Information technology skills, including use of the Internet, and web design

**PERSONAL QUALITIES**
- Persistence
- Sense of humour
- Enthusiasm and a commitment to the work
- Feeling comfortable about one’s sexuality, and that of others
- A commitment to equal opportunities
- The ability to reflect on one’s own actions
- The ability to work with minimal supervision
- A non-judgemental approach
The ability to relate to a wide range of men who have sex with men, which can incorporate young male sex workers, young MWHSWM, men who don’t identify as gay or bisexual, SM gays, gay Christians, older men, men who have been abused, and so on.

The ability to cope with stress

A clear understanding of professional and personal boundaries, and the experience, responsibility, professionalism and stability to respect such boundaries

Versatility and adaptability

The strength to say no, and the ability to make appropriate referrals

CODES OF CONDUCT

Just as it is important to recruit and select suitable personnel to undertake outreach, which meet the needs of your service, organisation or project, so it is also important to have in place policies and procedures, which will guide their practice once in post.

Such policies and procedures should clearly state the objectives of the role and set a framework for professional conduct against which the objectives will be achieved. Where possible, for example within a new project or service which is developing, the outreach staff should be consulted with and involved in negotiating these documents, therefore allowing them some ownership of the boundaries against which their practice will be assessed.

The following is an example, based upon the MESMAC Code of Conduct, of the key areas, which should be covered by such policies and procedures. They may be contained within a single guiding document, or, as will be the case in larger projects or organisations, may draw upon elements of pre-existing employment policy. Where outreach staff are employed, drawn from an existing professional discipline (such as nursing or medical), it should be noted that professional codes of contact specific to their profession might also apply.

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR OUTREACH WORKERS WITH YOUNG MEN SELLING SEX FROM A STREET LEVEL

The purpose of this document is to establish and maintain good standards of work when working with young who sell sex at a street level. This a Community Development project, and as such is based on the principles of equal opportunities:

- Men who have sell sex should be involved in the planning, consultation, management and implementation of the project.
- Workers will be encouraged through support, supervision and training to develop ways of working which maximize this participation.

The project should begin by working with people to identify their needs and concerns, and support them in developing appropriate action.

The particular perspective of different communities of interest of men who sell sex to men should be respected and represented in planning, policy and decision-making forums, and their life experience acknowledge as form of experience.

The role of the outreach worker is to:
- Make contact and work with individuals and groups.
- Work with them to explore their needs as they see them in relation to safer sex.
- Put groups in touch with one another to develop models of good practice.
- Assist in the development of individual and group action plans.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- While most of the work undertaken will be of an informal nature (for example, on the streets or in pubs and clubs), as representatives of a project or organisation, project workers have a responsibility to conduct themselves with the utmost professionalism at all times. This applies to dealings with other agencies, including the press.
- Workers should aim to respond to the need of their client. If a working relationship becomes impossible for any reason, appropriate referral to another worker/agency must be negotiated.
- Workers must be respected the autonomy and dignity of their clients, irrespective of their age, race, class, sexual orientation, capabilities or HIV antibody status.
- Workers are responsible for negotiating and maintaining appropriate professional boundaries with their clients and must not use their clients to meet their own social, emotional or sexual needs. It is not acceptable for workers to have sex with clients.
- Workers must not impose any standards, values or beliefs upon clients. Nor should they encourage any course of action, which is harmful to the client or others. It is acceptable to disclose one’s own values or belief.

COMPETENCE

- Workers will be provided with opportunities for training throughout the life of the project or according to their role, and should make use of available supervision to identify further training needs.
- Workers must monitor and keep a diary of their work, being able to account to colleagues and managers for what they are doing and why. Access to the diary by the evaluator should be negotiated with the workers.
- Workers should recognize their limits and become familiar with appropriate referral agencies.
CONFIDENTIALITY
- Confidentiality must be maintained with regard to any information of a personal nature concerning clients and colleagues, including name, address, biographical details and any other information, which might result in a client's identity being disclosed.
- Workers must not reveal confidential information pertaining to clients or colleagues except to those upon whom they rely for support/supervision, and in this instance the identity of the individual(s) concerned must be thoroughly disguised. Should ethical dilemmas arise (e.g. possible danger to a third party), the situation should be discussed as soon as possible with the supervisor, manager or project co-ordinator.

SUPERVISION
- Workers must undertake to make full use of available supervision, which is provided with the aim of facilitating their personal and professional development. Supervision should be of a contractual nature, and the following should be agreed:
  - The time, place and frequency of meeting
  - Whether the supervision is to be one-to-one or group; arrangements for access to supervision outside normal working hours.
  - Boundaries between supervision and personal counselling.
- The supervision is likely to change in nature as the worker and the project develop, and there should be opportunities for worker and supervisor to review the process. Access to an external member of the project team should be available if necessary.
- It may sometimes be necessary to distinguish between ‘management’ supervision (the supervision of the worker in relation to their role performance by a superior or manager) and professional or case supervision (the discussion by the worker of issues arising from the performance of their role, often related to direct client work). Some organisations find it easier to clearly distinguish between the two by having the professional or case supervision conducted by other supervisor (often external to the organisation), who is not the direct line manager of the worker.

Supervision and Support
Supervision is vital to all outreach workers and can take many forms:
- Structured and offering clear direction
- Loosely defined, more of an opportunity to let off steam, without necessarily having a clear outcome
- An opportunity to stand back from the work and view it more objectively or from a deferent perspective
- A safe environment in which to discuss person issues, and hopefully prevent them from adversely influencing performance
- Allows the manager an informal insight as to how workers are coping

PEOPLE WHO OFFER SUPPORT
Managers
Steering Groups
Management
Committees
Co-workers
Clients
Paid professional supervisors
Partners & lovers
Friends

OTHER SOURCES OF SUPPORT
Success
Positive feedback
Good time
management
Holidays/recreation
Money

PEOPLE WHO OFFER A SUPERVisory ROLE
Manager
Steering Groups
Management
Committees
Paid professional supervisors

SOURCES OF ACCOUNTABILITY
Self
Co-workers
Clients and the wider sex working community
Managers
Partner agencies/organizations
Funders

Prerequisites for good supervision/support:
- It should be regular, and the person offering support should take responsibility for scheduling it into the outreach workers work. Staff should always receive supervision/support in paid work time.
- It should be a time for that individual alone (or possibly with co-workers, if group supervision, but opportunity should be provided for individual staff to access solo support if required), and should take place in a tranquil environment with no interruptions.
- The person offering the support should be acceptable to the outreach worker.
- People providing supervision should offer different perspectives, and should to able to criticise constructively.
- In projects whose structures may be complex, it is important to clarify exactly who is providing supervision, and where this role may be shared, or different support offered by different persons for the different aspects of the workers role, that consistency to approach is agreed by the supervisors, to prevent a clash and potential confusion for the outreach worker.

Problems with Supervision/support:
- Some people/groups (especially managers in
There is much professional debate about constitutes ‘outreach’ and what constitutes ‘detached work’, and while there are many published definitions, there is no one authoritative definition. For the purposes of this section of the Manual, detached outreach will be considered outreach during which all interventions will occur with the target population in the outreach setting, that is that workers are not referring clients back to a project base for more in-depth/detailed one to one client work. While they may give details of other agencies or projects where specific interventions may occur, the detached outreach worker will conduct their role, achieve their aims entirely on outreach assignments. Whereas an outreach worker from a project base, which encompasses a drop-in or client based service facilities will be using outreach primarily as a way to establish contact and ‘refer’ clients into their project.

OFFICE/PROJECT BASE

If only detached outreach is to be undertaken, then considerations for an office base or perhaps not as significant as if clients are likely to be visiting the premises. Where work is purely to be detached, then the location and type of office/project base, offers a little more flexibility. The location should be as near to the potential target client group as possible, ideally outreach workers will start and finish sessions and periods of outreach work at the office/project base, therefore it needs to be accessible to the commercial sex working scene, but that does not necessarily mean it has to be integral to that scene.

Where clients or service users may be visiting the office/project base for drop-in or one to one appointments, greater consideration needs to be given to the location of the facility. It should ideally be located within or near to the commercial sex working scene, and well serviced by public transport, facilitating easy access for sex workers. Access to the office/project base should be direct, where entrances to the facility are shared, clients and service users should not have to ask a succession of persons unrelated (and potentially unsympathetic) to the needs of these young men.

Consideration should also be given to space requirements. Outreach workers will require desks and office space, access to equipment should as PCs, photocopiers, faxes, the Internet, telephone lines, etc. A private space will be required for supervision/support (it could also double as a counselling room for clients if the facility is being used for drop-in, client work). Offices should be alarmed, and the premises secure. Notes and client held records (including session reports from outreach) should be stored in lockable files due to their confidential nature and to meet with the requires of Data Protection regulations. Where clients are using the project, the facility should be

Getting Started

Once outreach workers have been appointed, policies, procedures and management/support systems are in place, and the overall philosophy of the project has been agreed (e.g. to target young men selling sex and offer a range of support and health education/promotion activities), some other practicable elements of the work need to be considered:

■ Is the work detached outreach?
There is much professional debate about constitutes
welcoming, and have adequate space for drop-in or group work. Toilet and changing facilities should be available for both staff and service users, and tea/coffee-making facilities should be available.

ORIENTATION
It is essential for outreach workers to be briefed and fully prepared before starting any new areas of outreach work, especially if it is with a new client group such as young male sex workers. Orientation to the commercial gay scene should be developed through the use of observation visits, and by liaison with services that may already be undertaking work with the client group.

Briefing can also be developed:
- By talking to the people who set up the project, together with other general outreach workers in the locality.
- By visiting other projects working with young male sex workers.
- By reading reports, articles and evaluations of other projects.

Other relevant services who work with or have experience of the client group may be able to offer a wealth of information or organise an orientation package for workers new to the field, but it should be noted many agencies may charge for this. There is little or no formal recognised training to prepare for outreach work with young male sex workers, however, attending generic outreach seminars and courses for targeting hard to reach populations may help workers to develop some insight basic skills. Attendance at conferences and symposiums may also help with initial knowledge base development.

NETWORKING WITH PROFESSIONALS
It is crucial to make contact with other workers in this field, and also with youth workers, drug workers, trainers, social workers and so forth, where appropriate. Networking is a prerequisite for good and appropriate referrals.

The local HIV prevention scene may be very confusing, it is important early on to identify and established workable links with the key players. Your project may be offering specific services, but no one project can meet the all the varied and complex needs of the client group, and therefore it is essential that you are aware of who, what, where and when directory of other available resources within your vicinity. It also provides an opportunity for you to inform these other services of your project, and may help they be in a position to refer clients in your direction.

Many organisations work and are structured in different ways, and the individuals working in this field are drawn from a variety of professions and backgrounds. This can sometimes create a degree of hierarchy, which on occasion may be frustrating or intimidating, however, the best way to avoid this insecurity is to embrace the diversity.

ESTABLISHING CONTACT
Once your service is set up, staff are in post and fully trained, and other appropriate local agencies/services are aware of what you are offering, you will need to begin to introduce your project/service to the key stakeholders within the local commercial male sex work scene, including with sex workers themselves.

Marketing of your service is important, but will be dependent on budgets available. However, it is worth noting when costing the production of service/project brochure or leaflets, that this point of reference may often be the first impression that many service users and other professionals may receive about your service/project, especially if received via a third party and not directly given by your staff on outreach. It is therefore essential that it gives a strong message and appears professionals, not a tatty piece of folded paper, which has been run off a photocopier. It should state clearly the aims and objectives of your project/service, a simple mission statement, services offered, appointment or drop-in times (if appropriate), and give the location with useful travel advice like a map or public transport links. Most importantly, it should have a contact telephone number for people to contact to gain further information.

The size and amount of information contained within marketing resources may vary, and some projects/services may have the need for a variety of styles and designs to suit the target population. For example, projects working mainly with the street scene may want a flyer, that is pocket sized and does not necessarily mention the selling of sex (if stopped and searched by the police, this might identify the young man as a sex worker). Where the sex selling scene is mostly bar based, workers might find it useful to develop innovative resources, such as bar mats with their project/service details on, or wristband condom cases for use in saunas, etc.

Most sex working scenes have ‘gate keepers’, that is individuals or groups of persons who to some degree control or manipulate entry into the sex working scene. This could be other sex workers (gang leaders within a street scene), bar or brothel owners, or even webmasters and gay media where sex is sold off-street via advertisement in the gay press or listings on websites. It is a good idea for new projects/services to try and identify who are their local gate keepers and try to establish some degree of contact, as these individuals will be influential in allowing access (or easier access) to the sex working young men your service will want to be targeting.
However, a word of caution, the relationship with the local gatekeepers should be a tentative one. It is important to maintain a professional distance from them, do not become over familiar, it is not good for a third party to perceive that you have been bought over by them. It is also not good for the sex workers to perceive that you are too familiar or friendly with the local gate keeper, especially in brothel, club or pub settings, this could create feelings of mistrust, that the information they impart to you project/service may not wholly be confidential, and that personal or health status information may be shared with the owners, perhaps to the determent of the young man. A professional relationship of mutual respect is best to be maintained, and an acceptance that most gate keepers are involved with the sex industry for their own personal gain, and that your outreach work should not be to the determent of this.

Networking with established agencies is another good way of breaking in on the scene. If another relevant project or service has contact with young men selling sex on a regular basis, it might be worth negotiating some joint work with them, especially in the initial stages of establishing your project/service. Being introduced by a fellow professional who has some engagement and rapport with men selling sex is a powerful and effective way to sell your project/service, and establish contact. Likewise, introduction by other sex workers is very effective, and if you have contact with some influential young men involved in the commercial sex scene, invite them to introduce you to their friends and colleagues. If you are offering a good, needed and appropriate service, word of mouth will soon facilitate uptake of your services.

Ways of Working
The following section of this chapter will outline some of the different ways and context in which outreach work can occur. Your project/service may engage in one or many types of outreach, spanning specific or multiple environments/settings. The following advice and guidance is given to ensure that this work is effective and safe, for all concerned.

ONE TO ONE WORK
Outreach which contacts group of sex workers collectively is an effective way to deliver safer sex messages, however, in any given outreach environment/setting there is a need to work with these young men on a individual basis. Some of the benefits of this are:

- **Sexual identity (defining oneself as gay, bisexual, transgender or heterosexual)** is a very personal issue, and some male sex workers may be reluctant to use services/projects which are perceived as being solely aimed at men who identify as gay. This may be especially true if working with immigrant sex workers, from cultures/ethnic groupings, where homosexual is not accepted. Although these young men may be selling sex to other men, many of them would not identify as gay or even bisexual.
- **Some individuals need one-to-one supportive discussions before they are ready to be incorporated into a group.**
- **One-to-one discussions can be a good way of assessing sex workers needs, since individuals will often be more candid in a private discussion.**
- **Individual discussions can help to gauge the need for new groups.**
- **There is often no other available or appropriate service offering individual counselling. It can be difficult to turn sex workers away in such situations.**

There are a number of male sex workers who may benefit especially from one-to-one counselling. Those who have been raped or previously sexually abused, for these young men, it may be difficult to discuss such issues in the presence of other sex workers, for fear of disclosure or ridicule. Entry into sex work maybe a way that some young men try to deal with this abuse, for others, involvement in the work may trigger previous experiences and memories. It is important to establish trust and reassure confidentiality. Referral to more specialist counselling and services should be established, if the young men requests this – it is important to recognise that this is a specialist area of therapy work.

Young men may use sex work as a means to experiment with their sexuality. This can often be complex, as the majority of their paid contacts will be older men, who in reality they would most likely not chose as sexual partners. This can sometimes cloudy or confuse the young man’s impression of homosexuality, and it may be necessary with such young men to use the one-to-one as way of identifying gay role models or preparing the ground for intervention into group work, or to meet other young gay men.

Some good practice tips with one-to one work:

- **Good time management so that one-to-one work does not dominate.**
- **Honesty about the limits of individual work; clients and other agencies should not be led to expect something that cannot be delivered.**
- **Appropriate referrals should be made were possible** (workers should be prepared to let go of clients). If there is no scope for referrals, existing organisations should be sensitised to the needs of male sex workers, or funders should be lobbied so that new services can be provided. It is important for workers to acknowledge the limitations of their practice, unless trained therapists or counsellors, one-to-one counselling should be limited to the remit of their role (e.g. HIV prevention) – one
project/service cannot hope to successfully plug all the gaps left by other services.

- **Workers should have some training to improve their one-to-one techniques.**
- **Counselling situations may be very draining, and may raise specific supervision and support needs.**
- **Individuals should be encouraged to attend specific projects or services aimed to meet their needs.**

### GROUPWORK

There are many occasions when it will be necessary outreaching to young men who sell sex, to work with groups of young men collectively. On the streets or in bars, often, young men selling sex will be friends or peers with one another, and during outreach situations it may be necessary to engage with a small number of individuals at the same time. Off-street, in brothels or saunas, the young men are limited by their working environment to being together. It may not always be possible within such settings to find a confidential and private ‘space’ in which to conduct one-to-one counselling. Even when this may be possible, it may be that by utilising the opportunity to talk one-to-one with workers may suggest to the sex workers colleagues and peers that he has a problem, and may therefore limit uptake of workers initiatives.

The benefits of group work are:

- **It brings individuals together, and people can break their isolation.**
- **People share experience**
- **It is possible to get support and advice from other group members.**
- **Group discussion can lead to a more profound examination of often-complex issues.**
- **People can be relieved to find they are not the only ones in the work who have had this happen to them/who think like that.**
- **Groups can be a forum for challenging perceived notions and for promoting equal opportunities.**
- **People get to meet each other; they have a social function.**
- **Group can be springboard for community action, lobbying, further groups and activities – development of a peer network.**
- **Groups can build confidence and self-esteem.**

### PREREQUISITES FOR SUCCESSFUL GROUPWORK

It may be necessary if your project/service operates a drop-in facility to more formerly facilitate group work in such a setting. It will be necessary to have a properly trained and supervised facilitators, who are suitable for that particular group, well briefed and well prepared for the activity/discussion.

Facilitators also need to be comfortable with each other if working in pairs. Dual facilitation may be time consuming, but it is especially beneficial in the early days of a project when workers may be under-confident, or when tackling a very complicated topic. The other facilitator can also ensure that his or her colleague doesn’t stray from the point, and that time limits are observed. Dual facilitation can also enhance continuity if one of the facilitators has to withdraw.

**Restricting the group to an appropriate size (depending on the topics, number of facilitators, etc.).** This might be difficult if undertaking group work within an outreach setting, but then it may be about negotiating with groups of sex workers, for example, on a street scene, splitting the larger group up, offer to take half for a coffee and chat, and the second half later. The group must be manageable.

If undertaking the group work within your project/service’s drop-in space, think about a good venue. Unfortunately, good venues are the exception rather than the rule. Important points to consider are access, the level of comfort (especially seating), heating, ventilation, refreshment facilities, lighting (soft rather than fluorescent), and décor and toilet facilities. Inadequate venues have a very negative effect, whereas carefully selected and prepared venues can give you a boost before the group has even begun.

### HOW GROUPWORK CAN BE MADE SUCCESSFUL

- Never underestimate the importance of image, especially in a world where sex workers are sceptical about “fuddy-duddy” social/outreach workers and are used to the gay scene, which tends to focus on youth, beauty and sex. Your project/service will need to look inviting, welcoming, well organized and lively. Publicity should be well produced, use strong and attractive images.
- **Facilitation needs to be professional and able.** There should be thorough planning, and workers must avoid being cliquey, without alienating regular contacts/service users. There should be clear guidelines for the workers about promoting equal opportunities.
- **There should be regular evaluation of the work and a willingness to change unsuccessful strategies.**
- **Activities should be varied, interesting and accessible to all.**
- **Newcomers to the drop-in or met during outreach, should be made to feel welcome; this can be achieved by meeting them individually beforehand, briefing them on the background to whereby other service users take particular responsibility for welcoming new people. Any marginalization should be nipped in the bud.**
- **Accessing any hard to reach group successful is no easy task, and male sex workers can seem especially difficult to encourage into drop-ins.**
PUBLIC SEX ENVIRONMENTS (PSE) & STREET WORK

Outreach in public sex environments (PSEs) is important because it is a way of reaching some male sex workers who do not use the commercial sex working scene or other social networks. Some cruising areas offer opportunities for unsafe sexual encounters, so it may be necessary to try to change peers norms and expectations in relation to safer sex. It is also useful to hear about additional issues facing sex workers in PSEs and on the streets, such as “queer bashing” or police harassment.

Examples of PSEs include toilets in parks, lay-bys, shops, theatres, town centres and rural communities; back alleys near gay bars and clubs; paths by rivers and canals; beaches; car park and truck stops; saunas and swimming pools; trains and train stations; backrooms in bars and porn cinemas, and of course the street. In short, the list encompasses any location, which offers willing participants and opportunity.

■ The nature of activity
Young men who work in PSEs or on the street are often opportunistic. They may be specifically in the PSE to sell sex, Likewise they may have gone there to obtain casual anonymous sex with non-paying partners, and found that a paid sexual encounter has occurred. In the same way, PSEs and the street are often used by younger gay men, and gay/bisexual men who are coming to terms with their sexuality and using such environments as places of experimentation. In so doing, such young men may be approached by older gay men who are seeking to buy sex, who may offer this younger men money or favours in exchange for sex. The young man may capitalise on this opportunity, and realise that he has the ability to sell sex, thus begin to develop sex selling skills. Street scenes may have a local reputation for being places where sex is sold, which may the initial draw of the young men.

■ Who uses PSEs?
Students, unemployed men, young men, men selling sex, married men, men who identify don’t identify as gay, older men, men with learn difficulty, men is relationships – potentially anyone.

■ Why do men go there?
For sex, companionship, because they can’t afford pubs, because they want an element of danger, because it can be anonymous with no strings attached, because this is the only access to another men, because of the unpredictability and excitement, because it’s fun, because they’re drunk, because they have a compulsive need for sex, because it’s a no-nonsense way of getting sexual fulfilment, because they are bored... as stated previously, young male sex workers may be there specifically to sell sex or cruise, usually a combination of the both!

■ Ways of working in PSEs and on the street:
Moral judgements & superiority – many sex workers, gay, bisexual, transgender and men who have sex with other men who don’t identify as gay, consider PSEs and street scene to be sordid places, exclusively inhabited by ‘dirty old men’, that give the gay community a bad name. This may be the opinion of outreach workers also. Such attitudes need to be challenged and it should be expected that for many men, selling sex in such environments is a positive decision, which affords them choice and opportunity.

It follows that workers must also strive to be non-judgemental when they are working in a PSE and on the street. Workers are unlikely to endear themselves to a sex worker in a PSE if they give them the impression that they are disgusting perverts, and it will be necessary to adopt a positive attitude towards PSE use, working on the street, which nevertheless addresses issues of safety from attack and police arrest, sexual violence and safer sex practice. It may be also useful to look at the question of choice: for instance, it may be fine that some young men may actively chose to sell sex on the street or in PSEs, but not if they’d prefer to go elsewhere, but don’t have the courage, money or experience to do so.

Who should not be worked with in PSEs or on the street – violent situation are best avoided at all cost, and workers should ask themselves what possible benefit they can get from attempting to talk to a sex worker who is very drunk/ or intoxicated from illegal substance misuse, who is engaged in sex (you may spy a worker having unprotected sex with a customer, but is it wise to tackle them then and there about it)? The question of age is problematic. Some people consider that distributing condoms to a 17 years old is tantamount to encouraging an illegal sexual act or enticing them to sell sex. You need to give this matter very serious consideration, and to have a clear rationale about how you would manage a younger or under age sex worker, and what the substance of your intervention will be. There is an obvious difficulty in assessing age accurately, especially if it’s dark. An appropriate strategy with some young men may be to ask other sex workers to have a word with them on your behalf; they may be more than willing to do this, since there can be a strong sense of community on the streets, and in PSEs. Many old sex workers are also keen to discourage very young men from using the location, since their presence is likely to heighten police activity. In extreme cases where it seems that a very young man is in vulnerable position you may feel morally or even contractually bound to report what is happening to a third party, such as the police or social services (in the latter instance this would especially apply if you were employed within a Governmental Organisation (GO) and required to follow child protection guidelines). This can cause all sorts of conflicts concerning your role in the PSE.
the street, and is best resolved by having a clear policy and procedure in place, and ensure that workers are skilled and confident in the application of such protocols.

THE ROLE OF THE WORKER
Essentially workers are guest in the PSE or on the street, when they're actually working, even if they may use the same PSE at others times on personal basis. A worker who is present for health promotion reason is in a privileged position, which should not be exploited (it can sometimes be similar to being the only sober person at a party). It is not acceptable to reveal to third party that an individual has been encountered in a PSE or meet on the street, as this may identify the young man as a sex worker, though it may be necessary to take actions in cases where men are in danger of violence or abuse. If outreach contacts are met elsewhere (say in gay venue), workers should not acknowledge the young man, unless the young man indicates (by making first contact) it is all right to do so, as again this may expose the young man.

Possible strategies for work in a PSE and on the street, include talking to men about safer sex or more general social issues (such as where they are staying), assessing the extent of anti-gay violence and police harassment, distributing condoms, lubricant, written information, putting up stickers or posters, or referring the young men back to your project/service’s drop-in or to another appropriate venue for a more in-depth discussion about HIV testing and so forth. It should also be considered that the nature/circumstances of the young men using the PSE or street scene would dictate the nature of the outreach. For example, if the scene is one which revolves around drug use (such as crack cocaine), they drug use will be the predominant feature of the outreach intervention, sexual health and HIV prevention may come low in the list of immediate concerns for the young man. Workers need to familiarise themselves with the local scene and ensure their approach is informed and able to meet these needs. It is not acceptable for workers to combine outreach in a PSE with personal sexual gratification. They will need to make their own decisions about whether occasional visits to a PSE in a working capacity also mean that it is inappropriate to use the same venue for personal encounters at another time.

PREPARING TO WORK IN A PSE OR ON THE STREET
Even if workers are familiar with a PSE or street scene, they will need to observe it before they contemplate any interventions. They may need to research a number of PSES or street areas before they choose the most appropriate one for targeting. Points to considered are: do the male sex workers use it extensively? Is it easy for you to get to? How popular is it with the police? If it's a toilet or park, are there adequate entrances/exists, benches where you can sit around?

Once a PSE or particular street location has been identified, you need to become comfortable with it, and what this involves depends on the nature of the PSE/street location. That could mean visiting it at quiet times of the day to get the feel of it. It can be useful to note well-worn paths, cubbyholes, piles of cigarettes butts, places where men sit and wait/chat, and also evidence of condom use. Cleary this all needs doing as unobtrusively as possible. Be familiar with the layout, know where the street lights and well lit areas are, map and plan escape routes, check the location of populated areas, such as pubs or cafes, and pay telephones, so you can call for help in an emergency.

Familiarisation with (public toilets, sometimes referred to as cottages) might include checking the number of cubicles, whether they have locks, the content of the graffiti, opportunities for contact between cubicles (e.g. holes), and checking out the places where men gather outside cottages (such as on nearby walls, benches or patches of grass). It may be thought safest and most appropriated to work only with men outside cottages, rather than men who are standing at a urinal, washbasin or in a cubicle. The latter options might increase the chances that your role is unclear, or that you'll get arrested.

The next step might be to visit the PSE or street location when it is in use, without making any interventions. For safety reasons, you should always work with another person, though a couple chatting but not cruising or buying sex may well excite suspicion. If for any reason you are on your own, you should be aware of the messages that you are giving out while observing. A person watching without cruising might lead to suspicions that they are a plain-clothes policeman, voyeur or gay basher.

One way of gaining a foothold in a PSE or the street location without leading to a misunderstandings (and it can speed the work up too) is to identify a local sex worker who is well known and respect, and who is willing to introduce you and your colleague to other sex workers so that you can explain your role and offer reassurance. The trick is to find that the key sex worker who is willing to offer you time and who will also have to accept that while they are accompanying you they cannot get involved in selling sex. Obviously, an element of luck may come into this.

You may wish to visit a PSE or street location at the same time every day/week, or vary your visits. The former has the advantages of predictability for users, and you may be able to develop deeper contact; the latter has the advantages that you'll encounter a wider
range of men. It may be safer to visit an outdoor location in daylight, but you may find that it is not well used. If you visit at night, stay near a lamp for greater safety. Sitting areas or the fringes of the PSE/street location itself might be more sensible locations than dark corner or undergrowth, which could lead to all sorts of misunderstanding and trouble. Some outdoor PSEs and street locations are best avoided immediately after the time when straight pubs and clubs turn out theirs customers, some of who may fancy a spot of anti-gay violence.

WORKER SAFETY
Workers should minimize any risk to themselves, but workers and managers should realize that a PSE and street location, is by definition a risk environment. Risk reduction can involve:
- Always working in pairs
- Having a manager on call for the duration of the outreach session and workers calling in to that manager at the end of the session
- Carrying a personal alarm and “rights on arrest” card
- Taking self-defence classes
- Withdrawing from the PSE or street location at the first sign of trouble (workers should agree a code word or phrase between themselves which should be used as a trigger to withdraw from a given situation)
- Avoiding unnecessary dangerous spots or times
- Ensuring adequate insurance cover, and checking the conditions under which claims would be honoured

WHAT TO TAKE TO A PSE OR STREET OUTREACH
- Leaflets, condoms, lubricants, “rights on arrest” card, phone numbers of other projects or services, business card or project/service leaflets
- Something to carry everything in (such as a back pack)
- Personal alarm
- Mobile phone
- You may want to take cigarettes and matches, because even if you don’t smoke these can be helpful for gaining introductions and confidence. On the other hand, you may decide that this contradicts your wider health promotion brief
- A small amount of petty cash, to buy contacts a coffee or basic meal (sandwich/burger)
- Warm clothing in winter
- An ID card you may have
- A letter of support or endorsement from your employer or the police
- The phone number of a good solicitor or contact number for gay & lesbian police liaison officer, and the manager on call
- Monitoring forms (it might be best to leave these in the office and just bring a small pocket note pad to make notes)
- Workers with the appropriate medical/first aid training might what to consider taking a basic medical kit, in case of emergencies

WHAT NOT TO TAKE TO A PSE OR STREET LOCATION
- Lots of money, cheque books, credit cards, jewellery or other expensive personal items which may be lost or stolen
- Confidential phone numbers or details of users (in case the information falls into wrong hands)

RECORD KEEPING
As with all record keeping, you need to decide what records you want and why. There’s no point in keeping copious records if they don’t serve any purpose. Records might be needed to justify funding, to serve as a reminder when meeting users, to identify common themes/issues, or to help develop the work generally. Professionally kept records may also offer a guarantee against accusations of improper conduct in a PSE or on the street. Since sex workers are engaging in illegal activities, may be illegal immigrants, or are anxious to keep their sexuality secret, confidentiality and security of records are paramount, and it may be best not to use real names, which could identify users if records fell into wrong hands. European law also demands that any computer records that may be maintained (such as an outreach database) are developed in such a way that individuals are aware of the information stored on such records about them, may access the information upon request, and that the information is not shared with a third party without their consent.

SAUNAS
There is a difference between working in an overtly gay sauna and a regular private or municipal sauna. In gay saunas it is theoretically possible to come to an arrangement with the managers/owners so that your outreach work is explicit, has their official blessing, and can stretch to putting up posters or providing free condoms and lubricant. In regular saunas it is highly unlikely that such overt work will be possible. It is, of course, true that many saunas rely on a clientele seeking male to male contact, to remain profitable, and that upwards of 60% of those present at any time may be men seeking sex with other men. Moreover, unless they are naïve in the extreme, it is likely that the owner/attendants will be aware that sexual activity of various kinds (including the selling of sex) takes place in the sauna, and these same attendants, may be gay themselves (though possibly closeted). The crucial consideration, however, is that in such situation sexual activity is tolerated to a greater or lesser degree, only so long as it is reasonably discreet. If outreach workers try to get cooperation from managers of regular or municipal saunas, they are in effect making an issue of the sex that occurs, and forcing the managers to take action.
Unless the managers are very enlightened, this action is unlikely to be positive. It would therefore seem that any outreach in non-gay saunas has to be covert and conducted with great sensitivity. The notion of sex being tolerated as long as nobody makes an issue of it may extend to overtly gay saunas, which fear officials/police interference.

It may also be the case that in overtly gay saunas where managers/owners are aware that sex is sold (in fact some saunas are know to be places to go and buy sex), such managers/owners may be unsupportive of outreach workers, so there main focus is on making profit. Workers should consider this is the motivation factor of the managers/owners when trying to gain co-operation from these individuals, and present their proposals in such a way that their outreach will enhance their business.

Workers need to be clear that they are doing outreach in saunas for valid reasons, or just because there happen to be a lot of gay men and sex workers there or because it seems superficially like an attractive option; being an HIV worker in a gay environment does not automatically mean that you are able to do any effective HIV prevention. It may be starting the obvious, but it is difficult handing out condoms and leaflets to naked men. Workers might even consider it compromising to have to take such materials into a sauna environment. Slow familiarization, with ensuring one-to-one discussion (possible referral to your project/service) may be the best strategy.

Approaching men in an unambiguous way, while simultaneously deflecting the advances of other men (in some saunas, especially those in which your outreach work is discreet and without the knowledge of the managers/owners) is clearly not easy. There is also the danger that an inappropriate approach might cause a man to complain to the management there and then, which would cause problems for you as a worker and risk compromising everyone else present (since, as in other PSEs, outreach workers are privileged guests, not participants). This reinforces the need for caution and a long period of observation since familiarity with the venue users i.e. who’s selling sex and who isn’t) and general sauna etiquette is something that cannot be achieved overnight. Don’t forget that if you make a mess of things in a sauna, you can’t beat a hasty retreat (as might be possible on the street) – firstly you have to get your clothes back on, and secondly you have to pass the attendants.

Obviously, work in saunas which are exclusive male, can only be undertaken by male staff, and in gay saunas heterosexual male staff members may feel uncomfortable, especially if needing to be naked. Staffing availability may therefore be an issue, and as with other forms of outreach, it is best undertaken in pairs, and ideally never alone. As with other PSEs, workers need to consider whether it is professional to use the sauna for their own person use at other times.

OTHER POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED BY WORKERS INCLUDE

- Don’t be too talkative; this may put people off. You need to keep a relatively low profile
- Talk about sex if the subject arises, but don’t mention outreach work straight away. Find out about all the needs of men from ethnic minority groups, not just those directly related to HIV
- Don’t feel you have to talk to someone every session
- Encourage men to come out of the sauna (for instance, invite them to join groups)
- Some men from ethnic minorities can be very closeted in saunas, and will often find it hard to make the first move in a conversation
- Some men from ethnic minorities may have many barriers, not just language, and you will need persistence to break them down

PUBLIC TOILETS (COTTAGES)

It is probably best not to undertake outreach in toilets (cottages) in case they are raided. It is also very difficult to be present in a cottage without either being drawn into sexual activity or appearing to be a police officer. Work in public toilets can be done outside the building - on benches, a nearby wall, a patch of grass, or perhaps in a neighbouring café.

A premature explanation of your role as an outreach worker may frighten people off or cause other negative reactions. However, if you don’t make your role plain at a relatively early stage, sex workers may feel disappointed or resentful, as if you have deceived them, when you do finally explain why you are there.

Don’t stay if you don’t feel safe. If you feel uncomfortable for whatever reason, don’t be brave and hang around. You risk being subject to violence or police raid.

When doing purely observational work rather than actual interventions, don’t make it obvious that you are hanging around. For instance, you can sit on a park bench, or in a nearby café.

Be careful if you make the first move to talk to someone; they may be a police officer. Since the sex workers initial interest in you is probably that you are probably a customer, you must also be careful about the signals you’re giving out by making the first approach.

Don’t pester people using public toilets; they are most likely there to have sex or meet other men (or maybe even to have a pee)!
CLUB WORK
For many of the ENMP partner countries, there are established commercial gay scenes, bars and nightclubs, where it is known that young men selling sex many go to socialise, but also to look for business. In some towns and cities throughout Europe, some of these bars or clubs may be specifically known as venues to buy sex, older men may specifically go there for this purpose, and often owners/managers will be aware of (and often encourage) this. It maybe that they turn a ‘blind eye’ to when a young man slopes to the toilet closely followed by the older man who has been chatting with the former at the bar, some even provide darkrooms or private rest areas for this sexually activity.

However, they are not running a brothel, as it is very rare for the bar or club staff to be involved in actually negotiating the sexual sale, their profit margin attained purely from the sale of alcohol and liquor, which lubricates these discussions!

It may also be that sex is being sold in venues, which are more generic gay bars and clubs, that is those frequented by a normal mix of men using the gay scene, and the venue is not specifically known as a place to buy sex, that the selling of sex in these venues is often opportunistic or occasional.

One of the main reasons for targeting outreach to such venues is the large number of male sex workers, which might be contacted in this way. You may be interested in assessing the needs of sex workers on the scene, as well as raising awareness of HIV/AIDS and safer sex in this setting. In addition, you may feel it important to establish a presence on the scene and use it to raise your project’s profile.

As with other areas of outreach work, gay venue work requires initial observation, to establish the layout of the venue(s), or where there are a number of venues which are known to be frequented by sex working men, which are best to visit at which time. Workers should frequent the venue(s) at different times of the day, to observe when is the peak time at which the maximum number of male sex workers may be encountered. While during this observational time it is best to avoid contact, it may be useful if possible to have limited contact with popular young men working on the scene, who can advise workers on the best times to undertake outreach sessions. Depending on how supportive managers/owners are, workers many benefit from talking to bar staff, and gaining information from them to inform their future interventions.

The aim of this intervention to be to establish contact with male sex workers, discuss safer sex and HIV prevention issues, talk to them about their experiences, and increase awareness of your project/service. One of the difficulties of this type of outreach centres around making contact even young men known to workers may pose a difficulty, because sometimes it can be hard to establish whether the sex worker is ‘working’ or just socialising on the gay scene, especially in those more generic, mixed crowd venues. Establishing contact in a socialising context may arouse suspicion from the sex workers friends and companions, which might lead to a potential risk of exposure or breach of confidentiality. This is less likely to occur in those venues, which are known to be more working pubs and clubs, where the very presence of a young man signifies he is working.

SOME ISSUES TO CONSIDER
■ Where to do the work
Where there is a large and established gay scene, this may be difficult and will require a significant number of observation sessions and intelligence gathering, to establish which are the best venues, and at what is the best time to visit those venues, to maximise potential contact with young men selling sex. Obviously, where there are known sex selling venues, this may be easier. It is still worth conducting some baseline observations in other more mixed generic venues from the onset, and periodically during the course of your work. Especially so, in response to reports from established sex selling contacts, of new and emerging venues used by young men to sell sex.

■ Where to begin
Be clear from the onset on the purpose of doing outreach to commercial pub and club scene venues. Some workers can find this type of outreach very daunting and intimidating, especially if in an isolated or small location, where the scene is small and limited, and if gay they, may be more where they socialise when off duty. Sometimes this merging of personal and professional environments can cause individual workers some tension.

■ How to approach people
Workers need to realise that in most pub and club environments interventions need to be kept brief, as the young men are there to work, and playing attention to an outreach worker can distract them from this. If just starting to work a new venue, or meeting new contacts, workers also need to avoid the potential of either being taken as a potential non-paying sexual pursuant, or a customer! Interventions need to be targeted and provide clear messages. Workers may also want to consider where they will buy contacts alcoholic drinks, as a way of establishing/maintaining contact, or whether that may go against the health promotion ethos of your organisation. It must be remember that it is difficult to undertake detail interventions or engage
in one-to-one counselling it a busy and noisy club or bar, therefore it is important to recognise that the purpose of outreach (as opposed to detached) work is to refer back to your project/service base or drop-in centre for more detailed work with clients.

- **Contacting managers/owners**
  Some projects/services may decide that it is beneficial to approach managers/owners of known sex selling clubs, or venues where sex is thought to be sold opportunistically, and seek their support for the outreach work. This needs to be considered carefully, as they may perceive that your outreach may either deter customers, or draw unwanted attention to the fact that sex is sold on their premises, and therefore deny you entry. Workers may also want to consider their relationship with the young men selling sex, which needs to be established around trust, that may be compromised if workers are seen (or perceived) by the sex workers as being ‘over familiar’ with the owner/manager.

- **Who does the work?**
  Due to the nature of the commercial gay scene, this type of work is best undertaken in pairs, of which one will need to be male (either heterosexual and comfortable enough with his own and alternative sexualities as to not be intimidated or uncomfortable on the gay scene, or ideally, a gay man). Some gay venues (especially those known to be sex selling venues will be exclusively male only, so the outreach team will have to be all male, but in more generic scene venues, with a mixed clientele, there is no reason why a woman should not be the second team member.

- **Creating a presence**
  During most other gay venue scene work, when outreach would be targeting the general gay male population, workers would enhance their visibility, the projects use T-shirts, cards, posters, flyers and badges while working on the scene. When working with young gay men selling sex, you want to blend in and be discrete, not draw attention to yourselves or even the young men you may be working with.

- **Debriefing & Monitoring**
  It is important to debrief as a team at the end of a piece of bar or club scene outreach. This should ideally be undertaken away from the venue in which you have been working. Any issues or concerns from the session should be discussed, and those which cannot be resolved during the debrief, be taken to team or personal supervision. It is at this time that details of contacts met during the session should be recorded, even if only in short note form, for addition to any motoring or record system your project/service utilises at a later date, while the details are fresh in your mind.

---

**DARKROOMS**

Some bars and clubs, especially in Western Europe, will have a secluded area, a room or series of connected rooms, which are poorly lit, and used for sex. These are often referred to as the ‘darkroom’.

Darkrooms are areas where men go to engage in anonymous casual sex while using the facilities of the bar or club. This may range from voyeuristic self-masturbation while watching others, through to unprotected receptive anal intercourse (receptive UAI). Like work in PSEs or cottages, outreach work in a darkroom environment can be difficult, even when targeting just gay men, focusing on young men potentially selling sex in darkrooms is even more complex.

As the name suggests, these rooms are very dimly lit, making locating even known sex worker contacts difficult. In practical terms, it may be best for the outreach team to position themselves just with the darkroom (often such areas only have one access point). This gives the advantage of being able to view men as they enter the darkroom, and it may even be necessary to adopt a generic outreach strategy, such as issuing condoms and lube to all men as they enter the darkroom, but try to establish a longer engagement with those young men who may potentially being selling sex.

Co-operation of the bar or club owner is much the same as for bars or clubs without darkrooms, if you can achieve their support it will assist you with the work, but if not, it may be necessary to maintain a low profile and not draw unwanted attention to your work.

**MASSAGE PARLOURS, INDOOR AGENCIES & BROTHELS**

Some cities in Europe have what equates to male brothels, or a ‘house of boys’. Because the sale of sex is still, in the main, illegal across most of Europe, a great many of these brothels will operate discretely and front as other types of establishment, such as an unlicensed massage parlour or an indoor escort or introduction agency.

Often such establishments will have a large concentration of men selling sex working there, with perhaps 5 – 15 young men per shift (depending on the size of the premises), and most operate a day (from noon till 7 or 8pm) and night (from 7 – 2am) shift system. The London experience of these types of establishments suggests that they often have a large number of immigrant men, although this many vary outside of the UK, elsewhere in Europe.

The establishment will be responsible for the recruitment and selection of customers, who will visit the premises in response to expensive and glitzy
advertising in the gay and/or local press, and/or via a website on the Internet. The standard layout of such establishments is for a reception/waiting area, to which customers are first shown upon arrival. This is usually adjoined by what is commonly called the ‘boys room’; this is the area of the establishment where the sex workers wait between customers. It is usually fitted with rudimentary cooking and showering facilities, and a television. Often this room is fitted with a one-way mirror, which facilities the customers anonymous viewing of the sex workers available when making his selection shortly after arrival. There will then be a number of bedrooms, in which the sex occurs.

The benefits for the young men of working in this way are that the establishment is responsible for all overheads and on costs (advertising, etc.). It is also safer than working on the streets or in a PSE, as there are other sex workers on the premises (should a customer turn nasty), and to some extend customers have been pre-screened (often particularly alcoholic customers will be turned away for example). It also allows the sex worker to have a clear distinction between the home and work place, unlike independent male sex workers, who may work from home.

The other main significant benefit is the concept of a peer network, these young men are not working in isolation, their work enables them to relate with and socialise with other sex workers. This is a useful resource for workers to tap when undertaking outreach to such establishments, especially to directing newer inexperienced sex workers to learn from more experienced sex workers. Workers can often facilitate this process during an effective outreach session.

The significant draw back to this is that sex workers in these establishments are not considered employees, that is the brothel owner or manager will argue that they are self employed masseurs or entertainers who hire rooms by the hour, and reside on the premises for the duration of their working day. This means they are not protected by any European work related legislation, such as the Working Time Directive or minimum wage – if a boy is not picked by a single customer for the duration of his shift, he will not be paid. The other significant draw back for the sex worker is that the establishment will keep 50% of any monies the customers pay for services rendered.

CONTACTING MANAGERS/OWNERS
The relationship with the managers/owners of these establishments is actually the fundamental key to this work, as they are the gatekeepers that allow entry into this potentially very productive type of outreach work. The central factor to remember when making initial approaches with these individuals is that their primary consideration is about running a profitable business, not necessary the welfare or sexual well being of the young men working for them. Whatever approach you adopt when opening negotiations, bear this in mind. Your proposals must be attractive to them, your inroads to facilitate access for outreach must appear to cause minimum disruption to their business, and in some way, perhaps enhance it (it may increase their client base if it is that they can say their boys receive regular check ups for example).

It may be best to try and foster this relationship over time, expect that when approaching a new brothel, it will take time to get a foot through the door. If you have contact already with some of the young men working at the brothel, this may be helpful, especially if they are willing to introduce you to the managers/owners. A first step will be to try and establish enough contact to facilitate information about your project/service being disseminated to the young men. This will usually at least get you past the front door to the reception area.

Condoms and the provision of other safer sex materials, such as lubricant can be used as bartering tool to allow deeper penetration, and perhaps even access to the young men. In countries and parts of Europe where brothels are illegal and these establishments are fronting as unlicensed massage parlour or indoor escort agencies, they are often reluctant to keep large quantities of condoms on the premises, for fear that they may be cited as evidence that sex was being sold during a police raid. Sex workers will therefore be expected to supply their own condoms (if in the workers possession during a raid, it could be claimed the condoms are for a sex workers personal use).

Offering to supply the young men with these condoms on a regular basis can be an effective and powerful tool, which can be used to barter access to the young men. Often, this may start as just being allowed through to the rest room, and the opportunity to disseminate safer sex materials and resources to the collective audience of young men. Over time, this may develop into gaining permission from the owners/managers to wait in the reception afterwards, and give the young men the opportunity to talk in semi-private, for a one-to-one. Obviously, this will be dependant on the layout of the establishment, and how busy the reception is, if there are a large number of customers waiting, this might not be feasible.

The aim would be for the relationship with the brothel owners/managers to develop over time, and for them to appreciate the value of your intervention and realise that it does not prevent profit, if anything it potentially enhances it, as customers appreciate that some provision is being made for the welfare
needs of the young men. In this way, workers can begin to negotiate ways to enhance the benefit of this type of outreach.

Find out by conversation with the young men and the owners/managers when is the best time to visit the establishment, when is it quietest. Performing outreach visits at this time may allow you to use one of the bedrooms as a private space to see each of the young men in turn for one-to-one counselling. This allows some very constructive work to be undertaken, including assessment and harm reduction counselling, as well as the opportunity to gather accurate recording data on the young men seen – most will not object to workers actually explaining that they maintain confidential statistics of the outreach sessions, and completing said record with them.

When you have this private space for one-to-one counselling, it is also a chance to check out with young men, especially new contacts, their motivation for selling sex. The ENMP pilot survey (Gaffney et al, 2002)¹⁴ showed that for many brothel workers, selling sex was a short term activity, often in response to acute financial crisis, and that in such off street settings, a higher proportion of men tend to be migrant workers. It may therefore be an opportunity to discuss choices with the sex worker, inform him of his rights. If it is that due to immigration status or financial situations he feels he has no choice but to sell sex, as workers, you may be able to help him explore other options and alternatives.

Should these options be limited, or financially not as attractive as sex work, or should the young men feel he’s making an informed choice about selling sex, then workers have a responsibility to ensure he does so as safely as possible. Ensure that he has been adequately vaccinated against Hepatitis A and B, and if not direct him towards a local facility where this may be accessed. You might also recommend a regular sexual health screening from the same facility if available. There is also the opportunity to check his confidence of negotiating with customers – it may be he is very new to sex work and still quite naïve. A successful way of achieving this is through the use of peer facilitators (see later), directing them to talk with more experienced men within the same establishment who can impart some ‘tricks of the trade’.

You may also be able to facilitate specific group work activities collectively with the young men in the establishment, such as safer sex talks, STI slide shows, etc. It is important when working in these establishments to also work in pairs. It depends on the relationship with the managers/owners, but there are no practical reasons (apart from perhaps scaring customers in the reception area) if a female worker is one of the pair. For personal and professionals reasons, never be completely alone with a sex worker in a room on the premises. Always carry ID, it is rare, but if raided you may need to establish you are not a sex worker, and always have a manager on call.

However, as with the previous section dealing with working in bars and clubs, it is important not to be seen to be over familiar with owners/managers of brothels, for fear of ostracising the sex workers. Once an understanding has been developed enough to facilitate you being given a private space in which to conduct your sessions, it is important to ensure that trust is maintained with the sex workers. It is important to remind them constantly that discussions and any information recorded about them is strictly confidential, that none of the information is ever shared with or shown to the owners/managers. There is a fine balance to be maintained between appeasing the owners/managers and remaining trusted by the young men, which workers must develop as this type of outreach progresses.

ESCORT AGENCIES

Escort agencies operate in much the same way as brothels, only the young men are not actually on the business premises, and most of the men buying the sex contact the agencies via the telephone, and again rarely visit the premises.

The young man registers with the agency, usually completing a profiling form, which provides essential personal information, body type, hair colour, nationality, range of acceptable sexual practices, etc., and provides a series of photographs, usually a formal/dress image, a topless image, and a nude image. The boy once registered with the agency, will give his availability, and state whether he is willing to see clients at his premises and/or visit paying partners at their home, hotels or work places, the later of which is most common.

Men who wish to buy sex, the customers, will contact the escort agency, usually by telephone, and increasingly using the Internet, although some agencies offer a viewing facility, where customers may visit the office base of the agency and view the photographs and profiles of the young men available. Once a selection has been made, the young man will be contacted by the agency and given the assignment details – where to go, who to meet, and what to charge.

Like with brothels/unlicensed massage parlours, the young working via and registered with escort agencies are not technically employed by the agency. Many of the agencies charge a ‘joining’ or ‘registration’ fee when the young man initially signs up with the agency. This allows the agency to claim it is acting merely as an introductory service. It charges hopeful young men a set fee to register, and then charges older men (the customers) a fee for each ‘introduction’ – this keeps the agency just within the confines of the law, otherwise they could be charged as being nothing more than sophisticated pimps! Having said this, like with brothels/unlicensed massage parlours, escort agencies very obviously sell sex, and the customers that contact them are aware that it their purpose.

Many of the escort agencies charge higher fees than the brothels/unlicensed massage parlours, and often insist on several hours of payment for a single assignment, and set rates for ‘overnights’ (staying with the customer until morning), as well as travel expenses (usually a taxi fare) for the young men to reach the customers destination on out calls. For these reasons, the type of customer tends to be of a better calibre than those of the street, bar/club, PSE or brothel. However, the young men working for the agencies will be expected to match the higher standards of the customers, they will have to be very good looking, well educated and manner, and fluent usually in the mother tongue of the country in which the agency is located, and English. Payment for services is usually made directly to the young man on completion of the assignment, but the set fee will have been negotiated in advance with the agency at the time of the booking, and the sex worker will be aware what this amount totals. Like with the brothel/unlicensed massage parlour, ‘extra’ sexual services offered by the sex worker may be negotiated between the customer and the client, and the young man will keep this extra money, or ‘tip’. The benefit of working in this way for many young men is that they can potentially earn a lot of money, but assignments are not guaranteed, and the draw back is that there may be prolonged periods when there is no work, therefore no money.

Similar to brothels/escort agencies, customers are provisionally screened when they make the booking, any ‘odd’ requests or suspicious sounding men will be refused services, making it a safer way for young men to work. The escort agency will also have details of the assignment, and will expect the sex worker to report in after the assignment, usually directly in person to the office, with the agency’s money from the assignment fees. If the young man does not call in, the agency will attempt to trace him, which is an additional safety factor. Some agencies even employ drivers to deliver and collect the sex worker to and from assignments.

Escort agencies are difficult venues in which to undertake outreach work. Unlike brothels/unlicensed massage parlours, the sex workers are not actually ‘on-site’, so visiting the agencies office base does not guarantee contact with sex workers.

As with brothels/unlicensed massages parlours, much of this work is dependent on developing a good relationship with managers/owners of the agencies. The managers/owners are the real gatekeepers for access to young men working via their business. It is a good idea to meet with these individuals, explain what your service has to offer, and like with brothel owners, try to ‘sell’ to them the benefits of the young men working for them being aware of and utilising your services.

By developing a meaningful relationship with managers/owners, they may invite you to opportunities at which contact with the sex workers can be established. For example, some agencies pay the young men not with each assignment, but once a week, when guys might visit the office to collect their cash payments, it may be possible for your outreach team to be present at the office during these times and make contact. Another opportunity may be to attend when a new young man is attending to register with the agency, an invitation from the manager/owner to attend this interview might facilitate contact.

However, the reality is that in most escort agencies, outreach work will not result in direct contact with the young men selling sex. The best is usually achieved is to have an initial meeting with the escort agency managers/owners, and make them aware of the services you provide, leaving some information (leaflets, flyers, condom packs, etc.) which might be passed onto the young men using registered with the agency. If you are providing outreach from a drip-in centre, the only way you may be able to monitor how effective this intervention has been, is to record how many of the new contacts using your service found out about it from their work with an escort agency.

**INDEPENDENT INDOOR WORKERS**

Perhaps the most significant numbers of young men selling sex, in many countries across Europe, are those working independently from their flats and apartments. Research in the United Kingdom (McKinney & Gaffney [1] ) shows that a number of these men initially start selling sex in other ways, such as on the street or via brothels/unlicensed massage parlours, but many have no previous experience of selling sex.

Indoor workers advertise their services using the gay press or local newspapers, calling themselves escorts or masseurs, although few actually have massage qualifications, and in some countries, their advertising may be extremely sexually explicit, and
be obvious that sex is being sold. A few limit themselves to out-calls only (visiting customers), but the majority allow customers to visit them at their apartments. While the majority of European countries have legal rulings, which criminalise the selling of sex, and the all activities associated with the selling of sex, these young men sell sex discreetly, and therefore tend not to draw unwanted attention to their activities by law enforcement agencies.

Unlike with female sex workers, who tend to use ‘working flats’, separate from those apartments at which they reside, the majority of independent male sex workers sell sex from the same apartment at which they live. This can have implications for both the sex workers physical and psychological health, although (unlike with female sex work), acts of violence and/or abuse against male sex workers working independently from flats is very rare across most of the European countries.

However, there is the potential for violence, as arrangements are made directly between the sex worker and the customer, without the intervention or knowledge of a third party. Outreach teams who visit young men selling sex from flats/apartments may want to discuss safety arrangements and tips as an integral component of their harm minimisation strategy. The Working Men Project (WMP) website within the UK has an excellent section on working safely from home, written by independent indoor workers, with input from the gay liaison officer of the Metropolitan Police Force.

In addition to the potential of violent threat, there are the psychological effects, which can be experienced by independent indoor sex workers. As previously stated, it is common for female indoor workers to have ‘working flats’, a venue or premises which the women will hire for the specific purpose of selling sex. This creates a clear demarcation between work and private life, the women can ‘leave the job’ and return to a living environment, which is not associated with her sex work. For the majority of independent indoor male sex workers, they live and work at the same premises, so this demarcation does not exist.

This can sometimes have a very direct effect on the individual sex worker. For some, they can develop an almost clinical detachment – their apartment will be very clean and functional, and will lack personal effects, such as photographs or mementos, which might give a clue or some insight to a visiting customer, about the person behind the sex worker. This form of invisible clinical barrier helps the sex worker to create this sense of demarcation, but can have a negative effect on the psyche in the long term.

McKinney & Gaffney’s (2000) also identified a great sense of isolation which can be experienced by some independent indoor male sex workers. Linked to the notion of this clinical detachment, a number of the workers have few or no real friends, or established social networks, often because of fear of stigma and/or shame attached to their involvement in sex work.

Another factor (perhaps specific to the UK) is the level of competition, that there are many independent indoor sex workers advertising in the gay press (there are now even free gay press supplements within popular papers specifically for the purpose of escorts/masseurs posting their display photo adverts). If the worker is not at home and available for when the customer telephones, there are likely to be another half dozen boys advertising in the same publication, which the customer can call. For this reason, the sex worker can feel restrained, not able to go further than the local gym (with his mobile), so he is always available and ready for work when the phone rings. This need to be on stand by for work from home can make socialising or development of friendships/non-paying sexual relationships difficult.

This sense of isolation and the competitive nature of the business can also be a factor why some young men that sell sex as independent indoor workers are reluctant to access services and projects, especially those which have a drop-in service. While they acknowledge their isolation and the notion that having the opportunity to discuss their sex work with other sex workers may be beneficial, and help develop a similar level of peer network as is experienced by bar/club or brothel working young men, they are often reticent about actually engaging in this process, for the simple fact that they don’t want to physically meet the competition! This can have a negative effect on their sexual health and ability to sustain safer sexually practices, as research by Rhodes identified that a lack of a peer reference framework for socially marginalised groups can lead to increased risk taking behaviours.

These are all important factors, which should be considered by outreach workers wanting to develop work with this type of sex worker. There are a number of ways to establish contact with independent indoor sex workers. Many place

15) McKinney C & Gaffney J (2000) They think of the pleasure, not the risk...male sex workers as health promoters. Oral presentation at C3 – 3rd National CHAPS Conference, Manchester, 1st March
16) See: www.wmlondon.org.uk
advertisements in the local gay press, and those that advertise with pictures (the majority in the UK) require the sex worker to personally place the advert, so the publication can confirm that the picture is of the actual sex worker. Often, this is done on set days at the publication. If workers establish contact initially with the publications, then they may be able to facilitate being around on the days the sex workers come to place their adverts, thus ensuring direct contact.

However, it may be that the publication is just happy to have some of your service leaflets and printed information available to give to persons, rather than allowing the team into their offices. Alternatively, they may allow you to place an advert for your service within the escorts/masseurs pages, usually not for free, but at a negotiated, significantly reduced rate. As many of the young men that place adverts regularly check the escorts/masseurs sections, to ensure their advert has been printed and to check the competition, it would ensure that awareness of your service is raised.

The most effective way to reach this specific group of male sex workers is to telephone their adverts directly. This form of ‘cold calling’ can be difficult and feel uncomfortable for inexperienced outreach workers. You should think of what you are going to say, so it remains concise and understandable, it is often a good idea to write this down, so you have a clue card to work from. It is important within the first few minutes of any cold call, that you have established where you are from, the purpose of your call, whether the young man is actually selling sex, and that you are not a customer or the police! The phone conversation should be kept brief, so as not to block the sex workers line (and potential work), and be just enough to get him interested enough to consent to a home visit.

Cold calling adverts can be a time consuming piece of work, and adequate time should be set aside for this, it is best practice to set aside a few hours before the time you actually plan to undertake the home visits. The UK experience has found that starting to call early afternoon for visits late afternoon is the most effective time. Calling in the morning, many of the young men will still be sleeping, at college/school or in the gym. Calling in the evening, many will be working or preparing for work, and will not want to be visited, however, trying to arrange visits for late afternoon, most guys will be available, any day time activities will have stopped, and customers usually do not start before commuting time (post 5.30pm). As a service/project you need to consider whether you will visit a sex worker once, as in introductory visit, to establish contact, take some condoms, and promote your project/service, or whether you will visit regularly, to maintain contact and a regular supply of condoms for the sex worker. The frequency of visiting can have an effect on how long you may wish to spend on each visit. If just a one off visit, then you may want to consider a slightly longer visit, to ensure you provide all the information and empower the sex worker to access your service/project. In this case the number of visits that you may be able to make in one outreach session will be limited, to perhaps 2-3 visits. If planning to undertake regular visits, once contact is established, then a shorter contact time may be possible, facilitating more visits per session.

The following points need to be considered if planning to undertake outreach visits to independent indoor workers:

- When cold calling, keep your contact with the sex worker brief, remember this is his business line and he may not want it blocked and to be loosing potential customers. Be clear about your message, either to quickly and concisely impart information about your project/service, or to arrange a visit to the sex worker.

- If arranging a visit to the sex worker, initially just take the general area in which the sex worker is living, do not push for the full address upon initial contact, as most sex workers will be reluctant to give these level of detail on a first contact. Say you will call (from your mobile phone) when actually in the area, a few minutes before you intend to knock on their door. This also gives the sex worker the opportunity to decline your visit, having had time to think about it following your initial telephone contact with them. It is also very important to inform the sex worker how many outreach workers will be visiting, and the gender of these workers – again this reduces the element of surprise and allows the sex worker to remain in control about the visit.

- You may need to decide as a team whether you will leave message on voicemail services, and the content of such messages. When cold calling, at least fifty percent of the numbers you call will be diverted to voicemail. If you leave messages, you may want to consider who else may be hearing the message, other than the sex worker, especially is on a landline, rather than a personal mobile – the last thing you want on an initial contact is a sex worker returning your call and accusing your service of disclosing his profession to a flatmate or partner! Therefore, have a clear and justifiable policy about messages left and their content, which the team and service/project should be signed up to.

- Always ensure that visits to independent indoor sex workers are with two members of the outreach team, this provides person safety for the team, and prevents any accusations of professional misconduct (e.g. the sex worker claiming the
outreach worker made sexual advances towards him). Always provide an on-call manager with details of the locations you are going to visit, keep your mobile phone switched on, and ensure that you call in at the end of your session. Your service/project should have a clear and established procedure for this to ensure worker safety, and so the manager is clear what their responsibilities are, should you not call in by the agreed time.

- Decide on the format of your visits before undertaking the work. As previously stated, some projects undertake only a one off visit, to introduce their services, and then leave it for the sex worker to establish additional contact, or access the service. Other projects/services will perform regular home visits, delivering condoms, and adding the sex worker onto their visiting list. Have a clear understanding of what you are offering before commencing this type of outreach.

- Consider how long you will actually spend on each visit, because of the isolation previously discussed, some independent indoor sex workers will greatly appreciate the opportunity to discuss the work they do with understanding persons, it may have been the first real opportunity they have had to do so, and they may want to talk for hours. It may be necessary to state when arranging the visit or upon arrival, that you have other visits arranged and therefore can only spend 30 minutes with them, creating a time boundary to limit the contact. Conversely, some sex workers may invite you to visit, but upon your arrive feel uncomfortable, and rush you along before you have imparted all the information you wanted to give them – workers need to be sensitive to these varied reactions, and tailor their intervention accordingly.

- When in the sex workers apartment, remember, not only is it his work space, but more than not it is also his home, and that as an outreach worker you are a guest within his space, and should respect this at all times.

- Finally, if undertaking home visits, be prepared for any eventuality, have a clear outreach policy that would guide outreach workers in their practice, what if they came across an underage child with the sex worker, or drug use, or a firearm, etc. It is rare that anything unusual would occur, but it is always when you least expect it, that these things occur, so it is best to have thought them through in advance.

THE INTERNET AND CHATROOMS
There is a section elsewhere within this ENMP manual, which discusses at some length the use of the Internet and chat rooms or portals as a way of establishing contact and making connections with young men selling sex. However, it is worth noting a few valid points in this section regarding the specifics of using the World Wide Web in an outreach situation.

Many independent indoor sex workers advertise themselves on the Internet, and a considerable number have their picture and/or details registered with, and hosted by an escort agency which is web based, or have their own websites, which are specific to their sex work. It seems to be that this is especially true for North European male sex workers, and those in the Scandinavian countries, where more visible forms of commercial male sex work, such as on the street, in bars/clubs or in brothels/massage parlours do not exist, or not as overtly as in more Central or Southerly regions.

In addition to website, many young men are being to cruise for business in chat rooms, areas of commercial website and community sites which have discussion rooms that facilitate ‘real time’ text based debate between registered users. Such sites tend to be gay, and whilst most Internet Service Providers and community websites regulate (through their terms and conditions of use which most members agree to when registering with the site) against any form of prostitution within the chat forums, the reality is it occurs constantly. In fact one UK site has become so tired of trying to regulate against escorts chatting for customers on line, gay.com have actually now provided an escorts and punters chat room, specifically for this purpose!

Projects and services need to consider their political positions, often influence by the nature of their funding before considering whether this is an area of outreach that they wish to explore. The Internet remains still very much unregulated, and most of the sites providing chat rooms that would be used for the selling of sex, are linked to and will have what are called ‘hyperlinks’ (a direction connection which allows the web user to click an on screen button and be navigated directly to a different web site) to more hardcore (and potentially illegal) websites. This needs to be considered if staff are using project/service IT facilities to access such sites, as often this will contravene the IT security policies of larger umbrella organisations, which will prohibit the viewing of sexually explicit material on work PCs.

It also has resource implications, in that the outreach team must have access to a PC, which is Internet compatible, and ideally have a secure digital connection, for faster connection to the web. Trawling through websites and chat rooms can also

---

be very time consuming, and yet yield little or no results, so in terms of gathering hardcore statistics, such as numbers of young men contacted on an outreach session, this can sometimes be difficult to substantiate.

Yet, the Internet is one of the most rapidly expanding media resources of the modern era, and as such new and innovative areas of outreach methodologies are being created and explored. A simple way to get started is to construct an email message, this can be sent to all the young men who use an email address in their more conventional newspaper advertisements, and also to men who may have website from an Internet web search. This is an excellent way to establish connect and perhaps enter into an email exchange of dialogue with sex workers.

Using a search engine (a web based device or resource which allows the Internet ‘surfer’ to look for sites which pertain to key words or topics), look up terms such as male prostitute, escort, sex worker, rent boy, etc. This will often yield websites which are escorts agencies or those of individual sex workers, which will often have links to other related sites once you start to sort through them.

It is a good idea to develop (either from expertise within your team, the support of an IT department, or purchasing in expertise) a web site for your own project/service – this can be referred to within your initial email. The specific web address or URL can be given, allowing the sex worker to gain more in-depth information about your service/project, and keeping the initial email brief.

When establishing contact with young men working in chat rooms, outreach workers need to consider (like with PSE or bar/club outreach), that the sex worker might be in the chat room because he’s looking for work, or his own private casual non-paying sexual contacts, or either, or both! Therefore, interventions may need to be brief and precise, again, having a website to refer to allows you to quickly send the URL, then the sex worker can access your details at a later time. Many young men will have obvious screen names (such as dick4rent, etc.), but a few will be generic, and it will only be by observing the textual conversion of the general chat area that the sex worker can be identified by the outreach team as potentially working.

Again security for workers is an issue within chat rooms. Screen names of outreach workers should be obvious, and not appear to as though they are selling sex, or a customer wanting to purchase sex. To avoid accusations of the content of any discussion had ‘on-line’ with a sex worker, the service/project may wish to invest in scripting software, special programmes which will monitor the chat and transcribe the dialogue as it occurs, which can then be stored securely and confidentially as a report of the session.

Outreach workers should also avoid using their own person screen or user names, especially if this is a site that they may use personally when not at work, to cruise or obtain potential sexual partners, as this could compromise their professional position.

Finally, there is no way to validate information given to users of the Internet, just as you may be a customer pretending to be an outreach worker, so might the sex worker be a customer (or someone else) pretending to be a sex worker. Outreach staff therefore needs to be very cautious when undertaking this type of outreach work.

The purpose of outreach to chat rooms also needs to be decided, is it to just raise awareness of your service/project to potential service users, and perhaps facilitate access to the service, or is it going to ‘outreach’ in a virtual cyber environment, establishing dialogue with young men selling sex and begin to counsel one-two-one in order to meet the health promotion and harm minimisations aims of your service? These are key issues, which teams need to address and resolve before commencing this type of outreach.
II. Getting started

Needs assessment in the Southern European region

ANTONIO RODRIGUE & PANAGIOTIS DAMASKOS

THE SOUTHERN EUROPEAN GROUP OF ENMP
Regional coordination: Greece (Hellenic Centre for Infectious Diseases Control)
Participants:
France (RUBIS A.R.A.P.)
Italy (PARSEC)
Portugal (ABRACO Associacao de Apojo a Pessoas com VIH/SIDA)
Spain (Cruz Roja Juventud-Departemento Central)

When identifying the specific problems, needs and aims within the region, the Southern European Group decided from the beginning to focus on the following issues:

- Development of activities/projects in the field of male sex work
- Needs assessment in the participants’ countries
- Sensitizing other service providers
- Networking at national level
- Training for trainers

THE IDEA OF A NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Lack of specific services in the field of male sex work is an important issue in the countries belonging to the Southern European Group. Of the five participating countries, only France has already developed services focusing on sex workers, while Spain has set up a project in Asturias targeting male sex workers. The specific services being developed in the five countries must be compared with the needs of the target group and the services already offered. For this reason the Southern European Group agreed to carry out a needs assessment on two different levels.

1. Assessment of already existing services
A questionnaire was prepared and addressed to as many services as possible such as:
- Sex workers projects
- Gay organisations
- Services for drug users
- Services for people living with HIV/AIDS
- Youth services
- Services for homeless people
- Services for migrants and migrant organisations

The questionnaire helped us to discover which agencies already had contacts with male sex workers and what specific services were offered to the group.

An additional effect of the questionnaire was to distribute information about the ENMP and to sensitize organisations for cooperation at national level.

The questionnaire focused on the following key issues:

- Basic information about the organisation
- Services offered (specific services for male sex workers)
- Needs of the target group
- Migration and mobility issues
- Interest in national networking

2. Gather information about male sex workers in the Southern European countries
Due to the lack of specific services, it was fairly difficult to establish permanent contacts with male sex workers. Projects experienced problems with receiving information from the target group itself. Therefore they tried to use their informal contacts with male sex workers and the relevant background information which already exists. It was decided that each country should describe the situation of male sex workers using this information. Detailed guidelines were prepared so that the reports could be compared.

The guidelines focused on:

- Socio-demographic characteristics of the male sex workers in each country
- Number of migrant male sex workers and their legal situation
- Economic and social situation of the male sex workers
- Living conditions
- Working conditions for practising sex work
- Professional and private sexual practices
- Drug use patterns
- Mobility patterns
- Access to social and medical services
- Access to information about services offered
- Main areas of needs

The assessment is not representative, but should be seen as an overview of the realities, as experienced by the participating countries. The evaluation of both parts helps to describe the situation and the needs of male sex workers, thereby contributing to the development of specific services which meet the specific needs of the target group.

ASSESSMENT OF ALREADY EXISTING SERVICES
The information acquired from all the countries indicated that, even in countries which offer services to female sex workers (e.g. 4 French NGOs), there are very few services which exclusively target male
sex workers (only 3/40 organisations in Spain and 2/8 in Portugal have developed specific programmes). However there was a generally positive attitude towards developing a network for sex workers and becoming more involved.

According to the reports, the reason for the lack of services is due to the fact that the issues relating to male sex work in Southern Europe are not vividly apparent. This is not because they do not exist, but because of the lack of registration records (due to the often anonymous nature of the organisations, the entanglement of legal issues etc). Another reason appears to be the lack of agencies devoted to male sex work and the absence of a formal network which could provide information and promote effective resolutions. In general organisations only become aware of issues related to male sex work if the client discloses such information in an interview or contact with an agency.

Some agencies provided estimates of the number of sex workers who approach them each month. Spain in particular has 3 active agencies working exclusively with sex workers, and 6 which serve 20 male sex workers each month as part of their work with female prostitution. 80% of these are immigrants wishing to legalize their status. France reported an estimate of between 20 and 30 male sex workers each month in 4 organisations devoted to prostitution. Of these approximately 30-40% are immigrants. More than 20% of the immigrants have an illegal status. Despite the lack of registration, the other countries also reported the knowledge among professionals that some of their clients were male sex workers (8/14 Greek organisations, in 4 of which some are also immigrants, 4/10 Italian and 8/8 Portuguese, of which 6 also noted the need for services for transgender sex workers).

The issue of migration appears to be another major issue, in addition to that of health prevention and concerns with HIV for male sex workers, and was reported in all the participating countries. It is worth mentioning the reported nationalities of migrants who have requested services from each of the countries. Italy has offered services to migrants from Poland, Morocco, Romania, Albania and Bosnia. Spain has offered services to Latin Americans, Moroccans and East Europeans. Portugal has offered services to people from Brazil and former Portuguese colonies in Africa (mainly Angola and Mozambique). France has offered services to Arab, Moroccan, Algerian, Colombian, Sierra Leone, Brazilian, Russian, Tahitian, Polish and Romanian immigrants. Finally Greece has served Iranian, Iraqi and Afghani migrants and, less frequently, Turks and Palestinians.

The experiences of those organisations which have already responded to the needs of male sex work reveal the following recurring issues: medical problems, STD prevention, information about public services and legal issues (especially regarding migration matters), economic disadvantages. To meet those needs, the agencies (Spanish and Portuguese) provide the following services: medical treatment, health promotion and HIV/STD prevention, special services for drug addicts, counselling, psychosocial support, legal advice, rights defence, drop-in centre, night shelter/housing, social sensitization and special services for trafficked persons.

In terms of knowledge of other agencies and networking, the results were poor. One exception was Italy, where agencies had reports of other known agencies because they belonged to a local network dealing with general prostitution problems. The value of creating a network was highlighted by the generally positive response to becoming involved in a network aimed at promoting cooperation and spreading knowledge about male sex work. Specifically, 6/10 Italian, all the Spanish, 7/8 Portuguese, 4/4 French and 12/14 Greek organisations declared their interest in participating in such a network.

The questionnaire showed that male prostitution is an issue which is obscurely present in southern Europe, and which must be given more attention. It also showed that, in general, cooperation is desired by local agencies.

GATHER INFORMATION ABOUT MALE SEX WORKERS

Comparison of the findings from the questionnaires for male sex workers, based on reports sent by Greece, Portugal, Italy and Spain:

- Vast majority of street male sex workers are migrants either originating from rural areas or from other countries: Africa, Latin America, Arab countries and Eastern Europe. Italy reported 70% of male sex workers as being foreign to the country, with 30% Italian. Spain reported many male sex workers from Latin America. Greece reported 80% of male sex workers coming from Albania, Iraq, Kurdistan and Afghanistan. Portugal was the only country with a much higher prevalence of national male sex workers as opposed to foreign male sex workers: 70% to 30% respectively.

- The ages of these male sex workers are as follows: the majority of male sex workers in Greece, Italy and Portugal majority are aged between 18 and 24. Spain reported the majority of male sex workers between the ages of 24 – 30.

- Urban vs. Rural: In Greece the vast majority are from rural areas; Spain reported a 90% / 10% ratio between urban and rural respectively; Italy reported an equal ratio of 50% / 50% rural / urban; Portugal reported a 70% / 30% ratio.
With regard to services, the reports showed that more than 90% of the workers as being heterosexual, although the difference between heterosexuality and homosexuality is not as clear among male sex workers from Arab countries as for those from western cultures. Italy also reported 90% heterosexuals and 10% male sex workers who identified themselves as either homosexuals or bisexuals. Portugal showed 75% of street male sex workers as being heterosexual, although this percentage changes when interviewing indoor male sex workers, 85% of whom are homosexual, while 10% of all male sex workers interviewed identified themselves as being bisexual. In Spain this question is not relevant.

With regard to knowledge of language, Portugal and Spain reported that their male sex workers had a good knowledge of the language of the country of destination. Greece reported that few migrant male sex workers can speak Greek; the most common language is English.

With regard to relationships, Portugal reported that 10% of the male sex workers are married or living in a relationship; 60% are single or live with client; 30% are involved in a relationship, often with another sex worker of either gender. Italy reported no married male sex workers, although some are in a relationship with women. Greece also reported no married male sex workers, although some have live-in relationships with a man or woman, whereby the man is also often the client. Spain has no data on this issue.

With regard to socio-economic issues, all countries reported a high incidence of unemployment amongst male sex workers. Portugal and Italy also reported that 10%, and in Spain 20%, of the male sex workers are students. All reports showed that the majority of male sex workers live on their own or with family members. The incidence of homelessness is also high among the migrant population.

As for socio-economic background, all countries reported male sex workers as being from the “lower classes” with very limited education. Regarding the reasons for choosing this line of work, all countries reported that the majority of male sex workers choose this work until their legal situation is settled and/or as transitional work.

With regard to services, the reports showed that information is available to all sex workers, including male sex workers. No country reported having specific programme for male sex workers. Non-governmental agencies attempt to provide the information and services requested by this group such as: legal advice, referrals to other agencies, supply of services and specific information.

With regard to professional vs. private sexual practices, Spain reported that those interviewed declared that they used condoms 100% of the time in a professional context. Greece reported that only a minority of male sex workers use condoms in personal relationships and that professionally the use of barriers is negotiable. Among Portuguese street male sex workers, the use of condoms is also negotiable and in a private context, they often fail to practise safe sex. There is also a very big difference in the level of knowledge of STIs and HIV/AIDS prevention among heterosexual and homosexual sex workers, the latter being the better informed.

With regard to working conditions, in Greece most of those interviewed work in outdoor locations, such as the street and cruising areas, and indoor locations such as bars and saunas. In Spain more of those interviewed used apartments (24), 3 used parks and streets, and 3 used cruising areas, bus and railway stations. In Portugal the main areas are the railway station at Rossio, Parque Eduardo VII as well as regular gay cruising areas. All the countries also reported advertising on the Internet as a new way of obtaining customers.

With regard to working conditions, no country reported known cases of male sex workers involved in trafficking or any significant issues with pimping.

Police repression and intervention: Italy reported an increase in police repression, involving both migrant and local sex workers. Greece showed that police often raid places known for sex work, generally to arrest illegal migrants and harass the sex workers. Spain reported some police presence around bus and railway stations. In Portugal police are only involved when there is a suspicion of drug trafficking and have a very placid attitude when crimes against sex workers are perpetrated.

With regard to drug use, Greece reported that although some male sex workers use drugs, it does not seem to be a major issue. In Portugal drug use is the main reason for street male sex work, with a reported 90% of street male sex workers using intravenous drugs, particularly heroin. Needle exchange programmes are available to this population and for the population in general.

All countries reported male sex workers as having very similar areas of need: legal advice (immigration), drug services, medical/health services, HIV/STD prevention, housing, information and access to services such as condom use and lubricant, and one-to-one counselling.

In conclusion, although the countries of the Southern Group are culturally very different, the need for the development of specific services for this group has high priority.
CONCLUSIONS
In the Southern European region, there seems to be a general lack of specific services targeting male sex workers. Many services have male sex workers as clients without being in the position to meet their needs in matters of male prostitution.

The agencies interviewed did express great interest in the issue of male sex work and a desire for networking at national level.

Based on the reports from the five countries, we are able to sketch the profile of the main group of male sex workers in the Southern European Region. Most of them are young, migrant, coming from a low socio-economic background, identify themselves as heterosexual, live on their own, work on the street without a pimp and sometimes negotiate the use of condoms with the client.

New projects must take into account the specific needs of male sex workers. Important factors seem to be their legal status in the country in the case of immigrants, the acceptance of their sexual orientation, the development of a professional consciousness, development of negotiation skills, improvement of living and working conditions, promotion of HIV/STI prevention methods, information and access to health and social services, drug services.

The assessment does not aim to replace any survey. Based on the experience of the participating projects and on background information, we have tried to illustrate the position of male sex workers in the Southern European Region. Therefore much information (such as escort work, working through Internet, “high level” prostitution, etc.) could not be collected.
QUESTIONNAIRE SEND TO AGENCIES, OFFERING SERVICES TO MALE SEX WORKERS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Name of the organisation

Type of the organisation governmental o non-governmental o

Address

City

Telephone

Fax

E-mail

Main objectives of your organisation

Target group for your services

Services that you offer

Professional staff involved in the service (specify the number)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Structured</th>
<th>Volunteers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramedical staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Sex Workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL INFORMATION

Do you offer special services to male sex workers?
Yes ☐ No ☐

If Yes, please specify

If No

Do you know whether some of your clients are male sex workers?
Yes ☐ No ☐

How do you know?
How many male sex workers request your service each month? Average per month

What are their special needs?

Are any of them foreigners?
Yes ❑ No ❑

If yes
How many .......... (% approximately)

What are the most common nationalities?

Are any of them illegal?
Yes ❑ No ❑

If yes
How many .......... (% approximately)

What are their special needs?
Yes ❑ No ❑

Is the service requested given anonymously?
Yes ❑ No ❑

OTHER INFORMATION

Do you work with/ refer to other organisations at local level?
Yes ❑ No ❑
Please specify ................................................................................................................................................................

Do you know other organisations which work with male sex workers?
Yes ❑ No ❑
If yes, please refer ........................................................................................................................................................

Are you interested in participating in a national network for male prostitution?
Yes ❑ No ❑
If Yes. What do you expect from it? ................................................................................................................................

Thank you for your cooperation
GUIDELINES FOR GATHERING INFORMATION ABOUT MALE SEX WORKERS

MALE SEX WORKERS
- Socio-demographic characteristics
- Age
  - Under 15
  - 15-18
  - 18-24
  - 24-30
  - 30 and older
- Number of migrants: legal situation; nationality
- Urban/rural
- Sexual orientation
  - Homosexual
  - Heterosexual
  - Bisexual
- Knowledge regarding the country’s languages; other languages spoken
- Marital status
  - Single
  - Live-in relationship
  - Married
  - Others,

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SITUATION
- Main economic activity
  - Employed
  - Unemployed
  - Student
  - Others
- Living conditions
  - Living on their own
  - Family
  - Customer
  - Homeless
  - Others
- Socio-economic background (class, family, education, perspective...)

SOCIAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES
- Is information about services accessible for MSW?
  - Yes
  - No
- Are the services accessed?
  - No
  - Yes
  - explanation (which kind of services, level of access)

PROFESSIONAL AND PRIVATE SEXUAL PRACTICE
- Use of condom
- Anal intercourse (active)
- Anal intercourse (passive)
- S/M Sex with men
- Sex with women

CONDITIONS OF THE LOCAL PROSTITUTION SCENE
- Main places for selling sex:
  - Street, CS
  - Brothel, clubs
  - Bars
  - Apartment
  - Escorts
  - Cruising areas
  - Saunas
  - Advertising
  - Internet
  - Others
- Working conditions
  - Local regulations and police regarding MSW
  - Police repression
  - Group behaviour – consciousness
  - Violence, pimps, protection money, trafficking, racket, child prostitution

DRUG USE PATTERNS
- What role do drugs play in the life of male sex workers?
  - In general
  - In contacts with customers
  - What drugs are used and how often (table)?
  - Are the drugs used intravenously?

MOBILITY PATTERNS
- How long do migrants approximately stay in your country?
- What role does your country play regarding mobility within Europe (transit country)?
- Mobility within the country?

MAIN AREAS OF NEEDS
- Legalization of migrants
- Housing
- Schooling
- Employment advice
- Counselling
- Health services
- Drug assistance
- Legal advice
- Drug services
- Empowerment and lobbying
- Access to condoms and lubricant (comparison of prices)
- Others